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Business District On Main
Street Extended To Eighth

'Moral Pollution' Is
Discussed, Quota Meet

Mrs. Marcellus Jagoe, retired
to
teacher, urged America
God in
restore its faith in
speaking on the subject of "Moral
Pollution" at the meeting of the
Murray Quota Club held on
Tuesday at noon at the Soutlaside
Restaurant.
The speaker quoted statistics
concerning the crime rate in the
United States and said that sixty
The Murray City Council last
south side of the street in this
The Beta Nu Chapter of Alpha night approved an ordinance the
Overworked word of this per cent of the assaults are on
They are Parker Ford, the
Family
block.
and
Timberlake
in
now
E.
that
C.
said
She
Rev.
women.
Sigma Alpha will have their 25th which will change the zoning of
generation "solid state".
horre, Purdom home, W.
Swarm
States,
United
many parts of the
anniversary celebration this the south side of Main Street
Waldrop home, Sexton home,
including her hometown of Port
to
Linda
according
Eugene Smith of 109 North 5th weekend,
between Seventh and Eighth Rowlett home and the Dr.
Fellow says it's odd that a wife Arthur, Texas, the women were
Street, Murray, has been charged Phillips, president.
streets from residential .to Higgins home(formerly the C. C.
dark.
after
alone
out
be
to
afraid
who can see right through you
with "selling alcoholic beverages Founders, alumni, collegiates, professional office district.
Farmer home).
doesn't notice a missing button. • Mrs. Jagoe said she doesn't
bi a dry territory, City of and parents are invited to attend
The area is now mined as "R-3,
believe the people got bad all at
Murray", according to the the activities for the weekend residential district". Under the This change in zoning on Main
Tucker has been named
once, or just on impulse, but that Artell
warrant for his arrest signed by including an open house tonight new zoning the area will be used Street is the first change in some
ti Murray
dealer
Zenith
the
as
the
by
1950
The members of the st. John's City Judge William Donald (Friday)from seven to nine p.m., as a "professional office years. A move to make this block
The new type of street signs it was started in
manager
zone
the
to
according
to
Baptist Church will honor their Overbey.
Alumni breakfast given by the district".
demonstrated at the City Council Communists in their plan
business was turned down some
the for Zenith television.
Timberlake,
E.
C.
Rev.
Pastor,
Murray Alumni chapter at the Dr. A. H. Kopperud appeared years ago.
meeting can be made right here conquer the world and make
night
last
charged
was
Smith
operates
and
owns
Tucker
their
of
one
States
an- after a raid was made at his A.S.A. sorority room on Saturday
in Murray by city employees. The United
Tucker T. V. Sales & Service at and his family, On the'first
before the council to support the Mayor Holmes Ellis told the
way it works is that the city buys satellites. She said Congress was Five Points. He has been in niversarY of his serving as Pastor residence by the Murray Police from ten to 11:30 a.m., and till change in zoning. He pointed out council that this is a normal
time
"dope"
that
that
at
warned
16.
church
on Sunday, May
from
the blank aluminum pieces on
the past of the
and 69carts of Busch Beer, thirty- banquet and dance Saturday at' that at the present time only two transitional change
in Communist television service for
Rev. Timberlake served as
which the signs are placed. They was big business
[lent whiskey, six p.m. at the Waterfield Student residences remain on the north residential to professional or
China and Russia and was one of twenty years and has been fac- assistant pastor of the Mt. Olive six bottles of J. W.
WIN) buy the green covering that the ways the Communists had of tory supervised by Zenith over
and one open bottle of 14 Calvert, Union building.
side of the street in that block, business as the business district
Baptist Church, Waverly, Tenn.. was confiscated by the local law
Alpha was the with thE other buildings being of a grows to the west.
Sigma
Alpha
goes on the signs and the letters.
years.
sixteen
weakening the moral fiber of the
second sorority founded at professional or civic nature.
An oven comes with the outfit.
officials.
He is married to the former before coming to Murray.
nation.
special program has been - - A search warrant was issued Murray State. Murray officers He pointedout that the Mental The ordinance was approved
She *Ole of the Wing of Eva Nell Armstrong and the A
Planned for Sunday at three pin, by Judge Overbey after two are Donna Jones, vice-president, Health Center, the public library, after some discussion and a
making the Smith Act illegal in couple have one daughter Mrs.
What you do is put the green not requiring the Communists to David (Daytha) Howell. Tbey with Bro. Opal Marne presiding. persons signed an affidavit that Alisha Gail Smith, treasurer, and the clinic of Dr. Titsworth, all are report on the proposal by Howard
and
Koenan, Councilman
covering on the aluminum sheet be registered and their being able have two grandchildren, Shelley The message will be brought by they had purchased a six pack of Olivia Cook, secretary.
on the north side of the street in member of the Murray Planning
and put it in the oven and bake it to take the Fifth Amendment Lynn and Kelley 'Lane Howell. Rev. A. Taylor, pastor of the beer from Smith at 11 p.m.
this block and it would only be Commission.
on. Then yoti put on the letters when asked to testify before Tucker is a native of Calloway Union Grove Baptist Church, Thursday.
natural to allow the south side of Dr. Kopperud also appeared
and bake them on. This covering Congress and the courts. She said County and lives at 509 South Ilth 1Puryear, Term.
Smith was arrested at 12:35
the street to enjoy these same before the council in support of a
becomes a part of the sign and Uhe Communists were working Street. He is the son uf• Mrs. The processional and a special a.m. today. He posted $500.00
privileges. He said that if the resolution which urges that the
Grove
Union
the
by
be
will
song
will not peel off. The letters are other ways to weaken the moral Porter Hutchens.
appearance bond i. scheduled to
ordinance is passed, then homes Corps of Engineers proceed with
reflective which makes it more fiber and patriotism of the He invites the people of Murray Ch°ir.
appear in City Court today. Organization of its swimming on the south side of the street the
clearing of the channel of the
The public is invited to Conducting the raid were Chief of
coavenient at night when you are country by inciting Americans to and Calloway County to call on
is under way at the could be used as offices too.
team
River. Dr. Kopperud
Clark's
on
Sunday
street.
a
for
looking'
Police3ames Brown,Sgt. Martin Calloway Country Club, ac- Dr. Kopperud recently purlter° the services
riot and teaching young men to him at his business at Five Points'
gave a brief history of the efforts
afternoon.
Wilson
Bill
Patrolmen
and
Wells,
property
television
1971
Rowlett
new
the
view
and
the
chased
evade the draft.
cording to Hunt Smock, chairto have the channel dredged and
and Ray Hill.
Mrs. Jagoe said she was sets by Zenith.
man of the club's swimming and which has been used for many said that the Engineers planned
4
beverages
As was pointed out last night, the amazed to learn that 188 college,
alcoholic
The
tennis activities for tbe current years as apartments. All the lots to do this in conjunction with the
signs made up here will cost university, and high schools, and
confiscated by the police will be
On the south side of the street are Watershed program on the
season.
about what the signs would cost if including two elementary schools
turned over to the Kentucky
parents with deep and would be able to provide Clark's River.
interested
All
you ordered them ready made. had invited one of the subversive
Alcoholic Beverage Control children wishing to participate off street parking for any
With the change in the Board of
The big difference is that you can groups, a Black Panther leader,
Board and payment will be made are urged,to contact Mrs. Polly professional office which might Directors of the two Watershed
make up a sign when you need it to speak to their schools at a fee
tr. the City of Murray for the Garland (7534724), or to Sign the we any of the homes
and not wait for a month.
teastlasied en Page Eight)
beverages, according to city letter of intent posted In the proi SeeeSProPeriies are located on
at $1,990.
The State Department of
The Calloway Republican
The Texas school teacher said Health today requested that all
said.
he
club,
the
at
shop
Women's Club will have a dinner
our constitution was founded on
The participation fee is $10,and
The council took no action on the "The Ten Commandments" and local health departments in the meeting at the Holiday Inn on
prescribed swim team-type
the
surveys
check
spot
conduct
state
sign making outfit, just looked at she still believed in the principles
Monday, May 17, at six p.m. with
suit needs to be ordered,
bathing
is
still
swordfish
if
to
determine
it.
Mrs. Max Hurt and Miss Mary
it was founded on. She urged being sold to the public.
Smock pointed out.
as
Stein
hostesses.
Americans to restore their faith This action is being taken in
Swim practice at the club is
Plans will be made regarding
in God, to keep the American light of federal Food and Drug
to begin at 9 a.m.
scheduled
the luncheon to be held at the
The council is also considering flag flying,to keep "In God We
Friday, June 4„ and all canblocking off Payne street in the Trust" on our money, and to let Administration findings that a State Executive mansion, Frank- Mrs. Eula 0. Clark died
didates for the team should be on
Phil Shelton, Director of the
city park from about where the the children pray again in our high percentage (811 of 853 fort, with Mrs. Louie Nunn as Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
hand for the initial practice
of
swordfish
samples
analyzed)
Murray High Set >al Band for the
the
at
hostess on Wednesday, May 26. at Westview Nursing- Home
director's office is to Eighth schools.
session.
with mercury
past nine years, las resigned to
noon. Local members plan to age of 83. Her husband, Olva W.
Street. A barricade will be placed Mrs. Jagoe was in Murray due wa‘contaminated
This year, the Calloway team
accept a position in private
Clark, preceded her death only
at both points. The idea is that to the death of her sister-in-law, in excess of the FDA "five-tenths attend.
will practice separately, but will
business.
them are so many kids around Mrs. Mary C. Downs, and was parts per million" guideline. The The women will also discuss four days ago, on Sunday, May 9.
in local and area meets
compete
that swordfish
warned
FDA
During Shelton's tenure the
the Kentucky Federation of The deceased was a member of
especially during the baseball introduced at the meeting by
in combination with swimmers
posed a possible
MurrafBand has grown from a
season, that the hot rodders who Mrs. Marjorie.S. Rule, program consumption
Republican Women to be held at the Friendship Church of Christ.
from the Oaks Country Club.
rather limited organization to one
Kum through the city park on chairman. This was the .42nd health hazard, expecially for Lake Barkley Lodge June 7-9. She was born In Calloway County
team
swim
the
for womenof childup
Making
and
children
of the best organized performing
the
Payne, present an ever present group Mrs. Jagoe had spoken to
All interested women are in-I on July 18, 1887, and was
committees at the Calloway club PARIS, Term.(UPI) — An all- high school bands in Kentucky.
threat to life and limb. By on this subject in the states of bearing age.
vited to attend the Monday daughter of the late W. A.
to R. L. Cooper,
this year are:
band under Shelton's
keeping the hot rodders out by Texas, Alabama, Louisiana, and According
meeting, according to Mrs John ( Morgan)Owen and Emma Nora Mrs. Shirley Boone and Mrs. male Circuit Court jury convict- The
of
Health
Program
Coordinator
has consistently
direction
murthe
of
Adams
L.
Robert
Owen.
ed
Hale
a
means of barricade, the kids Kentucky. She has appeared on
Resig, local president.
meet
Simmins,
Health
County
Survivors are one daughter, Edwina
der of postal employe William received superior ratings in State
will have a safe place to practice radio and television also con- Calloway
•
Mrs. Pearl
Department, a check of all
Mrs. A. 0. (Rubena) Erwin of arrangements;
R. Hooten and sentenced him to and regional marching contests
ball and play.
cerning the subject.
grocery establishments revealed
Tucker and Mrs. Wanda
minimum 20 years and a and has received wide acclaim
Wayne
sods,
two
Mich.;
Lavonia,
a.the
it
t
Dir
Mrs. Geneva Brownfield, that no swordfish is being offered
Thursday.
and
day
nbcharts
timer,
judges,
from judges throughout the
and
Clark of Murray Route Six
president presided. Twenty-three
Janice Austin, Adams, 24, who had remained Southern Region for their concert
sale in Murray and Calloway
Joe Clark of Paducah Route One', bons; Mrs.
Ras Alexander, Chairman of the members were present. Mrs. for
ceor- passive throughout the three- performances.
two sisters, Mrs. Stanley (Am- hospitality committee
Parks and Recreation Committee Juanita Hatcher, Miss Vivian County.
and day trial, began to weep after
Not only has Shelton been
of the council has put more zip Hale, and Mrs. Frances McKeel
A. C. Hall died this morning at bie) Futrell of Clewiston, Fla., dinator; Mrs. Polly Garland
and
secretary
Crass,
Sally
Mrs.
at the local level, but he
active
forethe
by
read
2:15 at the Murray-Calloway and Mrs. Fred ( Willie) Barber,
into this program than it has ever were guests of Mrs. Huie, Mrs.
the verdict was
County Hsopital. His death at the North 18th Street, Murray; one treasurer; and Mrs. Lynn Stout, man of the jury which had de- has held district and State offices
experienced before. We now have Helen Hogancamp and Mrs. Ruth
in the Kentucky Music Educators
age 73followed an illness of three brother, Ginath Owen, Broad phone and transportation.
a full time Recreation Director in Gonzales were guests of Mrs.
liberated about three hours.
Association.
told
McLean
Hugh
Attorney
Barry Polston, so the summer Brownfield, and guests from
weeks.
Street, Murray; seven grandtime program at the park should Paris, Tenn., Quota Club were The regular monthly breakfast The local man was a member children; eleven great grand- Youth Demonstration For Judge Dick Jerman be would In other action, the Murray
be in high gear this year.
file a motion for a new trial Board of Education approved
Mrs. Isabella McEvoy, Mrs. of the Kirksey United Methodist of the Church of Christ and was children.
Planned
reports from the Budget and
Is
Meet
Christ
at
will
held
Men
seven
be
wife,
a.m.
his
by
death
preceded
in
has
within 30 days.
scheduled
been
funeral
The
Ruby Crider, and Mrs. Alice
Policy Committees for the 1971-72
district Sunday, May 16, at the church. 011ie, on March .9, 1960. He was for two p.m. Saturday at the A meeting will be held for all A co-defendant, George FrankRedmond, Quota
school year and selected the firm
June
Howard
tried
be
program
McCallon,
will
Calloway
Ocon
18,
the
of
born
County
in
Baker,
representatives
lin
the
Graves
H.
of
J.
Churchill
chapel
of
Tennessee.
governor
chairman, announces that Quent tober 31, 1892, and his parents Funeral Home with Lake Riley County Youth Demonstration for 1 in connection with the fatal of Shackelford, Goode, and
Guire will discuss the history of were the late Elex Zander Hall sad Robert Usrey officiating.
Christ on Sunday, May 16, at 8:45 shooting of Hooten, 69, at his Thurman to conduct the 1970-71
audit.
the Kirksey area.
and Ida Lee Lampkins Hall
Interment will be in the p.m. in the basement of the home in April, 1969.
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at the He is survived by two sisters. Friendship Cemetery with the Memorial Baptist Church
District Attorney William R. The elementary attendance
evening hour of vespers at the Mrs. Harold Blalock of Wing° arrangements by the J. H
All representatives are urged Kinton, who had sought the zones for the Carter and
Fair weather with little change church, the Oak Grove Trio and Mrs. Lester Pickard of
Bill Hudson, a professional
Home where to attend as plans for the month death penalty for Adams, con- Robertson School were officially
Churchill
Funeral
football player, will be the guest In temperature will prevai composed of Roy Gene Dunn, Mayfield; four grandchildren,
tended Hooten was shot during designated. The boundaries of the
of June will be discussed.
friends may call.
speaker at the seven o'clock throughout Kentucky today and Cecilia Dunn, and Cathey Hen- Mrs. Kenneth Parker, Bobby
a robbery attempt. However, Robertson zone remain unSunday Evening Service, May 16, tonight. Partly cloudy and a bit son, will present the "Good Hall, Ronnie Hall, and Kent Hall;
FREE PUPPIES
$1,100 in cash was found in a changed, while the Carter zone is
at the New Mount Carmel warmer Saturday. Highs this News" in song.
one grandson, Kevin Parker.
Puppies, part Collie, eight pocket of his shirt which was expanded to include what was
Missionary Baptist Church, afternoon upper 60s and low 705. Rev. John A. Jones, church The funeral will be held
formerly known as the Austin
weeks old, are free to persons for hanging on a bed post.
located three miles south of New Lows tonight mostly in 4s, Highs pastor, invites the public to at- Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at the
pets. For information call 437- Baker testified dining the attendance zone.
Saturday in 70s.
Concord.
tend.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
4498 or inquire atHopkins trial he and Adams were at the Mrs. Susan Hargrove was
All young people in Calloway
Funeral Home with Harvey
Grocery, Dexter.
Hooten home the night of the employed as a special education
EXTENDED FORECAST
are invited to hear this outElder officiating. Burial will be in Reptiles and amphibians will
He said he had been teacher at the Robertson School,
slaying.
standing Christian layman, and
the Lassiter Cemetery..Friends be the subjects of Dr. Marion D. A TIGHT SQUFFIF
drinking but remembered hear- and Mrs. Mary Ann Russell will
Kentucky: The extended
the Sumac Boys who will sing
may 'call at the funeral home Hassell, Murray State University BIRKRIG, England (UPI)7,-It ing two or three shots from in- rejoin the high school English
through
special numbers, a church outlook, Sunday
after four p.m. today (Friday). biology iirofessor in a lecture- took six firemen more than an side the victim's house after Ad- staff next year.
field trip program he will conduct hour to free Stephen Jackson, 7,
Tuesday, shows a chance of The Murray State University
spokesman said.
ams had entered.
In Land Between the Lakes this
Hudson attended Grove High showers Sunday and Monday and Opera Workshop will present a
from the funnel of an old steam
weekend, May 14 and 15.
School at Paris, Tenn., for four in the east portion early Tuesday. program of scenes from operas
locomotive.
APRIL RAINFALL
years, and Memphis State Mild nights and warm days are on Saturday. May 15, at 8 00 p.m.
The youngster, who became April rainfall averaged 3.1
University for four years. He expected. Lows are Mostly from In the University Auditorium.
The public is urged to attend stuck as he played on the Inches across the Tennessee
played for the San Diego the mid 50s to low 60s, highs The program will include
the program which will be the engine at an amusement park
the
of
Valley, well below the normal 4.4
Beta Phi honor
Chargers for one year and the mostly in the middle and upper scenes from "The Marriage of Men and Little Sisters
Iasi this spring in a series of near his home, was not injured Inches, TVA reports. The highest The Gamma
will
fraternity
Omega
Tau
Alpha
society of 'Murray State
He4
70s.
Buffalo Bills for six years.
Figaro" and "Cosi fan tutte" by be collecting funds for Mrs. Carol nature walks and lectures which in the orderij, only shaken up a April total reported to TVA was
University will have its .spring
also played in the 1964-65 A.F.L.
hi t
began on April 9 and to
CARD SHOWER
Mozart, "Carmen" by Bizet and Melton,
6.03 inches at Hustleville, egg sale on Saturday, May 15,
from leukemia,
Championship Game.
Mrs. Rufus Doron will "La Traviata" by Verdi. The on Sunday,
Gadsden;
of
Alabama/ northwest
ff ay 13, starting at The Friday_night slide and
from ten a.m. to four p.m..
Hudson was Assistant Football celebrate her 89th birthday on musical and stage direction is by
the lowest was 1.25 inches at
Members will be calling from
Coach at Henry County High Monday, May 17. She resides on Henry Bannon. June Wiggins, a 2:30 p.m. Mrs. Melton's husband, lecture program will begin at
NOTICE
the 7;30
Asheville, North Carolina.
door to door asking for donations
School. Paris, !Tenn. for two Murray Route One and her graduate music student is coach Roger, is a member of
p.m. at Center Station in the
fraternity.
in return for an egg. Proceeds
you do not receive your
If•
years. but was recently ap- friends will honor her with a card and accompanist.
Conservation Education Canter.
SAME NAM
will go for scholarships of inpointed Head Football Coach at shower. She and her 'husband All scenes will be sung ..An Contributions _prior tn Sanday_ag.,Saturday morning field trip_ paper by six p,m, call 753The JainfiCeel ruirtied in the coning freshmiii. affitanalSois-Point
6:30
and
at
same
6:00
the
from
.between
Henry County High. Hudson is a rekentiy_ celebrated_ theia'
leave
Will
Jay
by
made
be
English. The publicarinvited and may
itumit tatik
Choi.
11-1/11—Ttrgt—Bsertist wedding _anniversary
.14rf-Ji_._ '—
It.'4• 3
-be no ---sw0MsTaOtticerSSZ23
-Merrily
Ketifi-Of
RUIffe-Eight-- apolieinian
Church. MS.Teri. ---"s•
753-3613, or Denny Nail 753-.792.* n00b
charge, a spokesman said.
23 of this year.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Anniversary Alpha Council Votes To Change
Man Charged Sigma
Alpha Will
Zoning To 'Professional'
With Sale Be Celebrated
Of Alcohol

Artell Tucker New
Zenith Dealer Here

Timberlake Family
To Be Honored At.
Church On Sunday

Organization Of
Swim Team Started

No Swordfish
Sold, County

Republican Women
To Hold Dinner
Meet Here Monday

Shelton Resigns From
Band Director's Post

Murray Woman
Passes Away

Man Convicted
Of Murder At
Paris Thursday

A. C. Hall
Expires Today

Events Planned At
The Kirksey Church

Football Player &
Coach To Speak At
Mt. Carmel Church

The Weather

Nature Field Trip
Planned In The LBL

Opera Program To
Be Given Saturday

Alpha Tau Omega
To Collect Funds

Spring Egg Sale
Planned Saturday

be-appr•eistetirrisheisk---N
-----w

•
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M I LYrso, gm.
LAWYE --Piracy
Poster ads fora circus were s<

Ad

eye-catching that a printer macs
up some copies—without askinj
anyone's permission. The owne,
of the circus promptly filed suit
charging infringement of copy
right. But in court, the printe
argued:
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Ten Years Ago Today
LaDGE11 arTOILLEI PILE

Deaths reported that occurred yesterday were Jesse Dudley
Sexton, prominent Murray business man, and Steve Allen Lee,
age five. Another death yesterday was that of Gary Cooper7
famous movie star.
H E Jenkins Phimbing and Resting Company of Murray has
been awanied a contract to air condition Ftichniond Hall, a
recently coniplete dormitory at Murray State College.
Army Sgt. Edward L. Freeze is now serving with the Army in
West Berlin.
Dr. Liza Spam and Prof. Charles Reidlinger of the Biology
Department, Murray State College, will attend a summer institute in embryology at Brevard College, Brevard, N. C., August
14 to September 8.

'Mere advertisements cannc
1* copyrighted. The Constitutio

20 Years Ago Today
LZDOIR

TIMES Fill

The body at Elbert Morgan of Model, Tenn., web. found
yesterday on the Trigg County side of Kentucky Lake by Eithermen. He had been missing since April 2.
Deaths reported are Manuel M.Lovier, age 72,and Mrs. Vidde
& Marlin, age $4.
Nancy Thompson, Blondevene Moore, Dot Farris, Betty
Rayburn,-Frances White, Fay Story, Jenne Lou Craig, Barbara
Langston, Niarcelle Langston, June grader, Patsy Raspberry,
Am Steely, and Jeanette Paschall are members of the cast okthe
Basel High School operetta, "Miss Carutiwrs Astwms" on Say

Milk
going up?

az.

Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Howard Hughes' production
of "The Outlaw" starring Jane Russell.
PROGRESS DOESN'T ALWAYS MAKE SENSE
Dad's a good man. One of the best I know. But, he's set in his
ways. He doesn't think much of change. Fact is, he still sets his
tobacco with a peg, chews home twist, and gets frustrated
everytime be goes to town and sees that 35 mph speed sign. He
gets mad but he doesn't give up. He and his old model "A" keeps
For ye have the poor with you always, sad wheassever ye will
right on trying. Dad said he felt like a criminal everytime be went
ye may do them goad: bat me ye have ast always.—Mark 14:7.
to town and saw that sign. Everytime before he leaves for town he
Opportunities for ahnsgiving are always available, but they do
tells Mom if he isn't back by dark shell know be has been picked
not deny us the privilege of expressing our love to Christ exup by the law because his old car wouldn't do the 35 mph. Lae I
travagantly
said, Dad's set in his ways and the ways he's set in are pretty tar
back.
Now take me for an example of the opposite. I'm hip. I drill
want to do anything the old way. I'm a modern rebel. I guess I've
always done things my way, though I'm sure it has always been
understood. My best example is in hitching up the old mule. Dad
by Carl Riblet Jr.
always puts the collar on the mule first. Then he puts on the
traces,and hooks these to the plow. Well,I got so tired of this way
There is an old saying in the newspaper business,
that one day I decided it was time for a change. I booked up the
first heard about 50 years ago, that goes something
traces, then put on the collar. Outside of the old mule thinking I
like this: -The governor (or senator or whomever)
was crazy, I made it.(Dad saw me but I didn't know it. After a
was all right until he started believing it." How
while he came by and said I could have the day off.
Dad said whether we liked it or not there were some ways that
could they have known about Spiro Agnew that far
things just worked better. He said if I didn't believe it trying
back in history?
eating a watermelon without a knife. Well, to make a pointed
story shorter, I tried it, and in fact, after you get through the rind
"I find no sweeter fat than sticks to my
you can do a pretty good job.(Dad was watching me again. After
a while he came by and promised he would give me a knife
own bones."
for my
birthday.) As he was leaving I beard him say something about a
—Wait Whitman, 1855
strange kid.
Dent was gained over last year's
Even though I may be a little I know for sure Dad doesn't have
utak.
much appreciation for progress.
Anderson, Chief of the
University of Louisville's
Bob [Attie
Pulmonary Disease Section,
commented that "The monies
will be used to further combat the MY THOUGHTS EXPRESSED
problems of air pollution, is my
smoking, and
increasing picture of me
Dr. William H. Anderson, respiratory desease rates."
president of the Kentucky "Studies have shown that to you.
Tuberculosis and Respiratory emphysema alone is more than
Disease Association, today an- doubling in case rates every five
CONFIDENCE
nounced the total figures for the years," he said.
is
.Organization's 1970 Christmas
hope
Seal Campaign.
Zerbe
based on fact
' The campaign, which provides ,HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
, the operating and program ex- Anthony Zerbe signed for thc
Thomas 0. Perkins
penses for the association, this starring role of an American
. year totaled 4419,736.70. An ifir Indian in "Someone to Watch
31ttiae of over $26,000 or 6.9 per Over Me.-

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

WASHINGTON
(U P I):
Milk pion at the farm level this year probably will
average 4 to 5 per cent
over 1970 and gross income
for dairy farmers probably
will go up at lead 5 per
cent, Agriculture Department economist' predict.
The economists, however, had no forecast on
trends in net income for
dairymen in 1971. Experts
appesred likely
agreed
that at lead part of the
gross income gain would be
washed out by rising costs,
but said they had no bads
yet for any swine breams
The predicted jump la
grim income was attributed to a continuing increase
in trodixtion coupled with
boost in government
price support for milk in
the marketing year which
began April I.
In operating the revised
arpport program, officten
have reduced price props
for butter by two cents a
hiked
Int have
pound
nonfat dry
cheese and
milk prices enough to produce an overall price increase for dairy products.

says copyright is intended onl
for the 'useful arts'. That mean
something on a higher artisti
level than just ads, which ar
plain commercialism."
Nevertheless, the court rules
that ads are indeed protectabli
by copyright and held the prink.
liable. The court said the Consti
tution drew no line between highbrow and lowbrow art.
In earlier years, many courts
did draw such a line. But today,
almost everywhere, ads are entitled to the same copyright protection as a book or a painting,
Courts have recognized that a
great deal of money and a greet
deal of talent are now going into
the creation of ads.
It is still true, however, that a
copyright won't stand up if the
ad is dishonest. Thus:,
A series of ads was developed
by a sales agency, to be used by
piano dealers. When one dealer
began using the ads. without permission, the agency sued him for
copyright infringement.
Hut thc judge refused to mix
in, when he discovered that the
ads were riddled with deceit.
"The law should extend its
protection," he said, -only (to
ads) that speak the truth."
Furthermore, only the specific details of an ad—the words,
the drawings—are protected, not
the general idea.
In another case a merchant advertised a contest in whirl, people were supposed to' write letters, telling why they liked to•
shop in his store.
Later, another merchant announced a conrest along the Same
lines. nut describins 'tin different
language. Was this an infringement of copyright?
A court said no, since only the
general idea had been copied. If
general ideas were copyrightable,
said the court, one person could
stake out an entire field of
thought and keep it as his own
private monopoly.
.in American Bar Asoociation
public turn-ice feature by Will
Bernard.

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Friday, May 14, the
134th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
ihase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Economists
retail /Airs, Jupiter and Mercury.
said
prices of dairy products in
The evening star is Saturn.
the first quarter of ICI—
Those born on this day are
before the support prices under
the sign of Taurus.
chanied—averaged 33 pee
Gabriel Fahrenheit, a Pruscent above a yew ago.
sian who invented the therPrices may diow some mometer, was born May 14,
farther average gains dur- 1606.
ing die rest of the year, ofOn this day in history:
ficials added.
In 1904 the Olympic Games
were held in the United States
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( UPI/—
-- time, at St. Louis,
for the urn
State officials were more , mo.
astonished than gratified when,
In 1942 Congress established
several days ago, they received the WAAC's, Woman's Auxiliaa check from a Miami, Fla., ry Army Corps, for World War
firm for its first quarter state II duty.
Income tax withholding pay- In 1969 President Nixon
ment.
proposed an all-out withdrawal
Since Ohio does not have a of all U.S., Allied and North
seeneesee••aie a es a ra ei•
• is at•
•
•
•
•41
state income tax, officials were Vietnamese troops from South
NATURE
•
not even sure what percentage Vietnam.
wSs 7534333 •
sHo
SEAT
rate the firm imed in computing In 1970 two Negro students
Nature is trees, grass, and rolling hills.
its payment to cover seven were killed and nine injured
7:00 & 9:00 Sat & Sun at
Roses, tulips and daffactills,
workers employed here by a when police opened
fire on the
200, 4:00, 6700, 8:00 & •
Nature is the great bald eagle soaring in the sky,
subsidiary of the Florida-based caucus
•
Jackson
'of
State
10700
high,
trees
in
chirping
so
the
bird's
the
red
Or
•
firm.
in
College
Mississippi.
running,
Nature is a clear rippling stream
The check, along with a letter
Or a wild free deer so airy and cunning,
thanking the company for
A thought for today: British
Nature is the big black bear's home,
complying with the state tax, novelist George Meredith
said,
Or the place where the buffalo roux,
which has only been recently "A witty woman is a treasure,
Nature is the flowers that bloom in the fields so wide,
proposed to the Ohio General a witty beauty is a power"
Or the little squirrels playing on every side,
•• runaway hilarity when
Assembly, was sent back to the
Nature is the wild wolf hunting alone all night,
°
a
Florida firm
Or the field mouse hiding in his hole out of sight,
PREGNANCY LEAVE
a
Nature is the wind that whittles through the trees so old,
u-e.:VELAN D
NO PAY
UPI) —
••runs clown OW
.
By United Press latersational admol board policy of requiring
Or the king of beast strong and bold,
•
Nature is..
WASHINGTON ( UPD — De- 1Nregnant teachers to take a
.•
spite house action Wednesday, leave of absence five months
:,•
3 30, 7 45, 9115 Sat & Sun
•
Written by Christi Conway the possibility remains that before the expected birth
4,
At 2 15, 3:45, 5:15, 6:45, 8:15 &
Faxon six grade student unless the Senate acts before survived a challenge in U.S.
•
.4 •
May 20, the U.S. Postal Service.041ittlet Court Wednesday.
EXPOSED!
THE NAK • TRUTH AT LAS
t'
The policy was called meanwill not be able to pay is
t
a
This poem won the elementary division of the Murray Women's 733.000 employes.
stitutional and discriminatory
House
Qub poetry contest.
approved
a in suits filed by two junior high
The
•
supplemental appropriation bill school teachers.
•
that included $950 million for Judge James C. Connell
the post office but it also dismissed the suits, saying
Be In Paducah May 20
SBA Representative To
money for
"The demands upon teachers
• A representative of the small Blankenship, SBA
•
District.tycasrirrersialied
transport,
which subject them to the
son
f7c
•
Business Administration will be
•
• at that Agency's part-time office Director. The office. operated in and the Senate could easily bog possibility 'of
violence
a semi-monthly basis every firtoiguirs in ether filibuster on accident anti.
• in the City Haition the Forst
injury,
„. ige-atlY
Ano
nom.
enttaimiguradrec.t01.12e.cooNui.--wr-how,18.-11---461-4164
;NEMIPI—K:
•
9
,41V1in.
2110-p
from.m
s announced by R. B.

Figures For
TB Christmas
Seals Given

4'JJ C ADULTS ALL

• the movie the entire
•
family will enjoy!
•

DOH MOTS

Better bumper built
..

Father-son team shows
strong guard to senators

.
WASHINGTON WPM A father-son engineering
team showed Senators a new bumper yesterday
which they said would far surpass the government's
safety standards for 1973 cars at an extra cost of
about $30 per car.
They said the bumper standards promulgated by
the Transportation Department would protect cars
better than today's bumpers but only at the risk of
causing far more whiplash accidents to car occupants.
Paul R. Taylor, president of Taylor Device*, Inc.
of Buffalo, N. Y., and his son, Douglas, 23, who is to
receive his engleeering • degree in two weeks from
the State University of New York at Buffalo, showed
the Senate Commerce Committee a film of an
American Motors Hornet equipped with their bumper crash into a barrier at a speed of 7.5 miles per
hour and cause no damage.
By contrast, the Transportation Department standards call for a front bumper in 1973 cars able to
withstand a 5 mph crash and a rear bumper able to
sustain a 2.5 mph crash. But this standard permits
damage to the car's bumper and fenders.
The senior Taylor said he will go to Detroit Friday
to demonstrate his bumper and shock absorber to all
ur major auto makers. He said he has already
submitted bids to the companies and all have expressed interest.

c

vs+

V23iDfIrr
I* It's Unbelievable

;it CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. 1 til

OUNTDOWN"An exciting space
* in Color *

nrAh.v.

The ecstasy of love's fulfillment
is their

Spo

By MILTON R
UPI Sports 1
YORK
NEW
Kittle is the fathei
He should be.
The 54-year-old
troa' coach has to
three daughters of
managed young
players like men
own family.
One night las
Oklahoma City
Kittle was managi
for the Astros, he
his ballplayers, CA
to his hotel room.
By a Ma
"You're going
Sandy," Kittle sat(
the 19-year-old ow
Santo Domingo t
name. "I called
congratulate you o
tion. Go up there a
job. Keep your ej
open, learn all you
thing you don't ws
afraid. Be muy
understand? Be a
Cesar Cedeno no
There were tear:
He felt badly E
.0kie City where
Wing was hitting
IRBIS and 14 tic
games.
•, Cesar Cedeno d
ad1y for Houston
time at all he
. ,Compared with '
Aaron a
?liank
.`clemente.
Cedeno put ti
bitting streaks of
'sine and 14 gamer.
-bases in 21 tries..
after coming to
took away Jim V
centerfield... He a
a .310 average, 4
Seven homers in I
the Astros wound
they had thernsell
newest superstar.
Stark Re
But alas, as mu
Stark reality has
Cedeno. He isn't
His batting figur
the Astros are an
gives.
Walker
Harry
manager, has this
Cedeno's troubles
"I'll tell you a
Dot the second yet
is no such thing. 1
think it's his ma
that's different.
have to start
scratching from •
all over again. 1
everything didn't
this spring it shoo
confused him. Noi
and swinging his 1
up there at the pi
you get into c
situations you sti
and it's like being
The more you
worse you get. Bi
YOU 'I

ultimate desire!

PAR
75
LAIR
IT Wl

in

THE

Eastma
COLOR

MAKERS

TONITE
thris

THEATRE

Tussilay

—
Meet Henry 8: Hennetta...

the laugh riot of the-year.
Paramount Pictures presents

"A Hew Leaf"
Color by MOVIELiyir
Paramount Picture

4z1f2u
..
A

lb

The love couple
of the seventies!

ca.•
'
4
•
•

•

for everyone'

---- ALL SEATS 75' ----
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inc. Best Picture

Scott as
Patton
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Sports Parade-

Babe McCarthy
To Speak At
Sports Banquet

Black Hawks Pull Ahead 3-2
In Stanley Cup Championship

By MILTON RICHMAN
a darn good ballplayer with a
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-Hub chance to be one of the best." Babe, McCarthy, coach and
and dropped two. But Thursday Koroll. "I couldn't shoot. I saw
CHICAGO (UP!)-Left winSo does everybody else who general manager of the Memphis
Kittle is the fatherly type.
night they skated and checked, Dennis in the slot and he just
ger Bobby Hull said the home
has ever seen Cedeno play.
Pros basketball team, will speak
He should be.
at least for two periods, like a muscled his way in."
helped.
Coach
Billy
Reay
ice
The 54-year-old Houston As- "He's aggressive in eyeryn_ at the Murray State University
different team from the one It was Koroll, however, who
said it was a team effort.
bas four sons and thing he does," says Hub Kittle. Ali-Sports Banquet, May 19:-which Montreal had plastered 5- put the Hawks ahead for keeps,
hitting a loose impediment in a Veteran center Stan Mikita said 2 in the previous game.
three daughters of his own, has "He swings aggressively, runs The banquet will honor nfl
By DARRELL MACK
with both teams at full strength
were
going
to
win
the
Hawks
hazard such as a bunker is
managed young men in his aggressively and throws ag- athletes who participated for
UPI Sports Writer
They broke it open on a in the second period. Cads'
Murray State this school year. HOUSTON (UPI) - Kermit penalized two strokes. Zarley the Stanley Cup in the next power play goal in the first diens' goalie Ken Dryden,
players like members of his gressively."
Three former Murray sports Zarley is not a man to make called the penalty on himself, game-at Montreal.
own family.
period and that alone would whose saves were most of the
One night last 'June in
Cedeno is so aggressive that figures will be inducted into the predictions, but he thinks he is but protested to Commissioner Whatever it was, the Chicago have been enough to win. With time sensational, may have
Oklahoma City when HUB a few among those who don't university's Athletic Hall of going to win the $125,001 Joseph Dey in New York when Black Hawks had what was the Canadiens' veteran center been partly screened when
Kittle was managing that club really know him have suggested Fame at the banquet. The three Houston Champions Internatione PGA officials said it cost him necessary Thursday night to Henri Richard off the ice for Korot! slapped a close-in shot, a
two strokes. He lost the appeal. defeat the Montreal Canadiens, hooking, Bobby Hull passed one pass from Dennis Hull on which
are Roy Stewart, former football al.
for the Astros, he called one of he might be a "hot dog."
coach; Herman Shaw, who He was tied for the lead with Ben Hogan, the immortal 2-0, with the help of some from left wing across ice to Mikita also got an assist.
his ballplayers, Cesar Cedeno,
No Troth
canny goaltending by their
played football, basketball, and
to his hotel room.
Hinson going into today's Hawk, withdrew on the 12th
right wing Cliff Koroll and
Bobby Hull, who was in the
"There's no truth to. that at baseball during the 1930-s; and Larry
Tony Esposito, and they took
By a Man"
round. Both had four' hole after a disastrous fourth
Dennis Hull squarely thick of things on both defense
second
picked
up
"You're going to Houston, all," says Doug Rader, Hous- Johnny Reagan, baseball coach under par 67s in the opening hole. He took a nine on the par the lead in the National Hockey in front of the Canadiens' cage. and offense, was asked whether
three No. 4, hitting three balls League's championship series, "Cliff just shot it hard, I the fact the Hawks were on
Sandy," Kittle said, addressing ton's third baseman. "People and former basketball and round Thursday.
three games to two.
the 19-year;old outfielder from term a ballplayer a .`hot dog' if baseball player.
Zarley was penalized CMS into a ravine and reinjuring his
followed through and the puck home ice helped.
Santo Domingo by his nick- he appears flashy and colorful Awards will be presented to the strokes for hitting a piece 04 ailing left knee when he tried to The Hawks at one time had a went straight up, hit the "I think it's just human
two-game advantage in the
name. "I called you here to -and Cesar is. That's merely university's athlete of the year, Spanish moss on his backswing retrieve the first one.
underside of the crossbar, and nature to play better at home,"
congratulate you on' the promo- part of his personality. He'<.s scholar-athlete of the year,fresh- In a bunker on No. 11. It pee He limped gamely for seven best-of-seven playoffs, after the came straight down," Dennis he said. "Some guys tend te go
they
just
home.
Then
young
and
first
two
at
enthusiastic.
man athlete of the year, and the him a double bogey six.
holes before quitting.
tion. Go up there and do a good
said after the contest.
a little better at home before
job. Keep your eyes and ears When you're young, you're most valuable player in each A 1953 ruling by the U.S. Gov Ken Venturi, forced off the went to the Montreal Forum "I had a bad angle," said the home people. I don't think
young."
sport.
varsity
tour
because of arthritis in his
open, learn all you can. The one
Association says that any gate
the rink has much to do with
Colonel Elf Birdsong, chairleft hand, also withdrew after
thing you don't wanna do is be
it."
Cedeno's present trouble is
40420C
man of the military science 2.0C1•0004214:142a424:14:1
an eight over par 44 on the
afraid. Be muy macho! You due to over-swinging.
But Mikita didn't seem to
department, will be toastmaster;
National League
front nine, Hogan also had a 44
understand? Be a man."
tied with 5.
have a doubt.
"I'm trying too hard," he
will
M.
Sparks
President
Harry
G. AB R. H. Pet.
on the front -nine and - was 11
Cesar Cedeno nodded.
Runs Batted In
"We're going to win it at
says.
32 132 23 53 .402„ National League: Stargell,
Garr, At!
over par when he quit.
There were tears in his eyes. He feels that maybe a' little welcome the group; Dr. L. J.
he said. Then
Montreal,"
33 128 19 50 .391 Pitt 33; Aaron, All 28; Torre, someone asked him if the team
He felt badly about leaving too much was expected of him Hortin, chairman of the jour- D.o.c004:2•0•0.0.c.0.0•42.0.42e Hinson and Zarley had a one- Davis, LA
indepartment,
will
nalism
League
SF
29
98
22
37
.378
National
Mays,
stroke lead over New Orleans
Okie City where all he was too soon.
St.L 25; Santo, Chi and Mays, would come home to celebrate,
troduce the new hall of fame
31 119 12 44 .370 SF 24.
East
Open winner Hubert Green and Millen, At!
t4oing was hitting .373 with 61
and he admitted, "We'll be too
W. L. Pct. GB two strokes over Dave Hill and Brock, St.L
31 125 25 45 .360 American League: Killebrew,
11KBIS and 14 homers in 54 "A lotta people compare me members; and Cal Luther,
tired to celebrate. Well, maybe
review
the
will
director,
.655
...
athletic
10
19
28
93
16
33
.355
New
York
Grote,
NY
Bob Murphy. Defending chames.
already to Roberto Clemente,"
Minn 26; Powell, Balt 25; not that tired."
athletic
.613
1
seasons.
19 12
Pittsburgh
pion Gibby Gilbert was at 70 Murrell, SD 23 62 7 22 .355 Yastrzemski, Boa 23; Bando, Then he added more soberly:
Cesar Cedeno didn't do half he says. "I can not be year's
18 14 .563 2%.with Bob Goalby, Dewitt Alou, Hon
21 62 6 72 .355 Oak M; Northrup, Det 21.
sdly for Houston either. In no compared to him now. Maybe McCarthy was head basketball St. Louis
"It boils down to the fact we
12 11 .622 4 Weaver, Dan Sikes, Homero &wins, $t.14, 31 107 13 37 .346
time at all he was being some day, but not now. If I'm coach at Mississippi State Montreal
Pitching
have to play one good hockey
becoming
a
University
before
544
17
.469
15
Strgll,
Pit
27
102
19
34.333
Chicago
Blancas, Chi Chi Rodriguez and
ttompared with Willie Mays, ever like Roberto Clemente in
National League: Jenkins, game."
9 20 .310 10 amateur Ben Crenshaw.
ICrnpol, NY
W63 14 21 .333 Chi 6-2; Dierker, Hou 5-1;
,1t iank Aaron and Roberto any way I'll be very proud. professional coach. While he was Philadelphia
at Mississippi State, his teams
West
American League
Arnold Palmer was one of six
Tlemente.
He's my idol."
Upshaw, Atl, Osteen, LA
were regular opponents of the
G. AB R. H.Pet. Seaver, NY, Carltog, St.L and
. L. Pct. GB tied at even par 71 over the
Cedeno put together four
San Francisco 25
.735 ••• 7,166 yard Cypress Creek 36-35 Oliva, Min - 2811$ 25 46.407 Marichal, SF 54.
'bitting streaks of seven, seven, A little while back I asked Racers.
17 1 500 8 layout.
Murcer, NY 29 107 15 37 .352 American League: Blue, Oak
e and 14 games and stole 17 Clemente which young ballplay- Teams to be honored at the Los Angeles
15 17 .469 9
28 74 6 25 .338 11-1; Htinter,- Oak 6-2; Siebert,
Zarley and Hinson both ran Holt, Min
in 21 tries... Three weeks er around today, if any, banquet include football, fresh- Atlanta
fter coming to Houston he reminded him most of himself man football, crbss country, Houston
15 17 .469 9 birdie strings of four straight Klbrew, Min "30 113 -14 37.327 Bos 5-0; Palmer, Belt 5-1;
soccer, basketball, freshman Cincinnati
11 20 .355 12% holes to take the lead. Zarley Unser, Was 28 85 9 27 .318 McNally Bait and Perry, Minn
'took away Jim Wyrui's job in when he first broke in.
basketball, track, tennis, golf, San Diego
10 21 .323 13% started on No. 4 With biride Nrthrii, Det 30 117 21 37.316 5-2.
tenterfield... He wound up with He said:
baseball, women's basketball,
30 114 14 36 .316
Thursday's Results
putts of It 5 and 14 and also May, Chi
'a .310 average, 42 RBI's and "Cesar Cedeno."
women's tract, and women's (No games scheduled)
33 129 19 40.310
seven homers in 90 games and
had putts of 15, 20 and 20 on Rojas, KC
tennis
Smith, Boa
n 116 19 36 .310 GRIlitSLEY RECALLED
Today's Probable Pitchers
Nos. 13, 15 and 18.
the Astros wound up thinking
Now Offers
San Diego (Phoebus 2-4) at Hinson, who earned 9128,897 Ystzsk, Hes 29 100 26 31.310 CINCINNATI (IPI) - Ross
they had themselves baseball's
southGrimsley,
a
21-year-old
Home Runs
Chicago (Pappas 3-4).
newest superstar.
lest year without winning a
New York (Koosinan 2-1) at tournament, started his 'string National League: Stargell, paw, was recalled.Thursday by
Stark Reality
Pittsburgh (Johnson 2-1), night, on No. 7 with a birdie putt of Pitt 13; Aaron, At! and Bench, the Cincinnati Reds from their
I; But alas, as must to all men,
Philadelphia (Lersch 3-1) at seven feet. He had a 20-footer Cin 12; Cepeda, At! 9; Indianapolis farm club. Pitcher
'Kart reality has come to Cesar
Atlanta (Reed 4-2), night.
on No. 8, two-putted from 23 Williams, Chi, Colbert, SD and Wayne Simpson, who had a 1-1
Cedeno. He isn't hitting now.
record with a 5.12 ERA. this
(Stoneman
4-1)
at
Montreal
feet on the par 5 ninth hole and Bonds, SF 8.
ths batting figure is .184 and
game shall be that team which
season, was shipped to the
By PAUL CORCORAN
the Astros are wondering what
shall have scored, in ac- Cincinnati (Nolan 2-2), night. sank an eight-footer on No. 10. Americas League: Oliva, American Association team on
Copley News Service
St. Louis (Gibson 3-3) at His other birdies were four- Minn 9; Powell, Salt 7; Cash,
Phone 753-8119
gives.
cordance with these rules, the
Baseball, a game played by greater
Det and White, NY 6; seven 24-hour recall.
Walker, Houston's
Harry
number of runs at the Houston (Billingham 2-2), night footers on Nos. 3 and 13.
Los Angeles (Downing 5-2), at
manager, has this to say about small boys and agile men, is by conclusion of a regulation
legal definition a sport. It is game.
San Francisco (Stone 3-1)
Cedeno's troubles:
supposed to be a fun game.
These rules may appear as night
"I'll tell you one thing, it's
But, on the eve of the 1971 obvious as saying it is
There
Game..
jinx.
not the second year
bi no such thing. With Cedeno I season, one can read over tlite necessary to breathe to stay San Diego at Chicago
think it's his mental approach official rule book and discover alive, but the baseball rules Los Aagelesr,a/ SOP Francisco
that's different. He's gonna it compares in -pomposity, makers feel they must be New York at Pittsburgh, night
,
have to start digging and detail and formality with a spelled out.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, night
It is not necessary to belabor Montreal at Cincinnati, night
scratching from the beginning state constitution or a zoning
the uninspired grammar of the
all over again. I think when ordinance.
Houston, night
What's more it comes with safety
Don't let the small size and
We begin, for example, with rules makers, but here are a St. Louis at
everything didn't fall into place such
disc brakes and all.the luxury
front
Datsun's
profound statements as few others to give you the idea:
you.
fool
the small price
American League
this spring it shook him up and rules 1.02 and rule 1.03 (let's
want: bucket seats, whitewall
could
real
you
East
the
Sedan
is
1200
Something
Li'!
Adiudged is a judgment
confused him. Now he's jerking pass over rule 1.01 which
W. L Pct. GB
tires and full vinyl upholstery...all
and swinging his head like mad establishes the premise that decision by the umpire.
McCoy for freeway, city street or
19 10 655
A base is one of four points Boston
up there at the plate. Whenever two teams of nine players each
included in the base price. Our
country road. With a 69 horsepower
18 12 600
which must be touched by a Baltimore
you get into one of these play the game
Li'! Something is really something.
engine it'll do 0-60 in 14.8 seconds and
15 14 517 4
situations you start fighting it
Rule 1.02: The objective of runner in order to score a run; New York
Drive
a Datsun...then decide.
4•
500
15 15
turn an honest 94 MPH..
and it's like being in quicksand. each team is to win by scoring more usually applied to the Detroit
419
7
canvas
bags
Washington
18
and
13
the
rubber
it,
the
The more you fight
more runs than the opponent.
plate which mark the base Cleveland
10 20 .313 9.
worse you get. But I think he's Rule 1.03: The winner of the
points.
West
A fly ball is a batted ball that
W. L. Pct. GB
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
goes high in the air in flight. Oakland
23 12 657
TRADE WITH
This definition, perhaps California
17 17 500
curiously, doesn't specify how Minnesota
16 16 500 5`2
far up a ball must go to be Kansas City
16 17 485 F,
high."
Milwaukee
12 17 414 8
Offense is the team, or any Chicago
12 18 .400 82
player of the team, at bat.
Results
Thursday's
Murray, Ky.
A pitch is a ball delivered to
753-5273
New York 4 Milw 3 (10 inns1
the batter by the _pitcher. _
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
A throw is -The. act of Oakland 6 Kansas City3
"Service Built Our Business"
Today's Probable Pitchers
propelling
the ball with the
Delivered complete in Murray. Price includes state sales tax and 1971 license plate.
IT WILL PA? YOU TO SEE US ON A(Parsons 3-3 at
Milwaukee
hand and arm to a given obNEW OR USED CAR
night.
jective , atd is to
be California (Murphy 1-4),
Oakland (Blue 8-1) at Kansas
distinguished, always,from the
City (Wright 0-1), night.
pitch.
Thee is a degree of ab- Chicago (Wood 1-2) at Minnesurdity to such obvious sota Meat 3-1), night.
definitions,considering the fact
Detroit (Zepp 04) at Washthat the official baseball rules ington (McLain 3-5), night
are in many' Cases the most
Cleveland (Lamb
0-0) at New
precise of any sport. Almost York (Kline4-1),• night.
every aspect of the gsme_,js,-.. Baltimore (Palmer 5-11 at
classified as to rules and Boston (Siebert 5-0), night
regulations, and the umpires
Saturday's Games
are thoroughly trained as to Oakland at Kansas City
their application.
Chicago at Minnesota
One example is rule 3.02 Cleveland
at New York
which prohibits intentional
Baltimore at Boston
discoloration or damage of the
California, night
ball by rubbing it with "soil, Milwaukee at
night
Detroit
at
Washington,
rosin, paraffin, licorice,. sand-

.
Zarley Thinks He's Going
To Win Houston Tournament

Major League Leaders

Standings

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Nothing is left
to imagination

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE

It% a bigcar

I,

PARKER FORD INL

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.-They decide who Is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use-our service. So we
know all about their special mohey needs.
tik "42;
0 Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
St'
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
III -3 And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Vt
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year- with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Manteger
•
stenyw..,
•
305 North Teet

I
.

15176-1M2 a

$1,96387

paper. emery paper or 'other
foreign substance." More than PACERS GET CROSSWiliTE
a few pitchers have been acINDIANAPOLIS,Ind. ( UPI)
cused of moistening the ball to -Tom Croaswhite, a ninthmake it do things dry baseballs round draft choice from the
just do not do when dry, and the University of Dayton, was
rule states explicitly: '"The signed Thursday to the Indiana
umpire-Shall demand the ball Pacers of the American Basketand remove the offender from ball Association. Crosswhite, a
the game." Failure to abide by 6-7 forward, averaged 18.4
the umpire's decision means a points a game in his
senior
10-da y suspension.
year at Dayton.
There is almost- no point of
the game that is not covered by
baseball rules, which makes
VERMONT U. DROPS BB
for many arguments not only in
BURLINGTON, Vt. (UPI)saloons but in press boxes
where the official scorer is Increasing- budgetary problems
called upon to make ,snap and academic pressures forced
judgments .as soon as a the University of Vermont to
ettestionable play .has taken announce that it was dropping
baleball after the 1971 season.
place.
..
"All colleges are faced with
But in the end. it all comes
(town to rule 1 02. The team similar problems," said Dr.
-that-scureA-tho
rnir 1 lio-tdiftWill4kin
I t. r I4)111(

1200 "Li'! Something" Sedan

DATS11111
PRODUCT OF NI SAN

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
Open Evenings Until 8:00 *
i)...1,?_111 Street

Phone 753-7114
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Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Jones and at their mobile home on Murray
-Miss Sheila Harris Becomes Bride of
Nina, Nashville, Tenn., Levort Route Three. Mrs. Nance is a
Bowers, Thorsby, Alabama, Pfc. student at Murray State
Charles William Nance, Jr., In Lovely
and Mrs. Ronnie Rosa, South University and Mr. Nance is
Sunday, May 16
Caroline, U. and Mrs. Lloyd T. employed with the Thurman
Bream, Fort Benning, Georgia, Furniture Company.
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Dover will Ceremony At The First Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. James Alton, Hazel

Murray
North
he
Homemakers Club will meet at have an open house at their home
the home of Mrs. Ivan Outland, in Hazel from two to five p.m. in
509 South 130 Street, at 1:30 pm. celebration of their 25th wedding
anniversary.
The A Capella Choir from
Ftitenour High School, St. Louis
County, Mo., will present a
hancert at the recital hall, Fine
Arts Building, MSU, at eleven
The Oak Grove Trir composed
am. No charge.
if Roy Gene Dunn, Cecilia Dunn,
Members of the BSU Executive and Cathey Henson will present a
Council will spend the weekend at program at the Kirksey United
Rushing Creek in the Land Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.

Here's a problem
you can see thru
By Abigail Van Buren

Between the Lakes.

DEAR ABBY: Tell me honestly how a guy can
concentrate in a classroom when right across from him sits a
pretty girl in a see-thru blouse.
When I should be concentrating on my studies, I find my
mind slipping off on an entirely different subject. Don't
get me wrong, Abby, I have nothing against girls looking
sexy, but there's a time and place for everything, and I'm
in college to prepare for my future.
—DISTRACTED
DEAR DISTRACTED: Maybe she's in college to prepare
for her future. Sublimate and concentrate!
DEAR ABBY: My husband is due home from Viet Nam
in two months. Already he has planned for us to go on a
second honeymoon the day after be gets home!
We have a child, just seven months old. My husband has
never seen the baby, except in pictures, so I can't understand
why he wants to leave so soon without getting acquainted
with his son.
I think we should leave on a later date, or else take the
baby with us, but my husband already has informed me that
he wants me to get a baby-sitter [either my mother or his]
because he wants to go away with me alone I know he loves
me, Abby, but doesn't he love his son, too! What is your
advice!
—WIFE AND MOTHER
DEAR WIFE: Of coarse he loves his son, but that's mot
the kind of love he has missed for so long. Line up a baby
sitter ard be ready to go on that second honeymoon when
your husband wants to go. Give him a first class welcome
home, with no arguments.

The Murray state Faculty
Bridge group will meet at 7:30
p.m. in Rooms 3 and 4 of the
Student Union Building. For
reservations call 753-7683.

Saturday, May IS
A Senior Citizens luncheon
meeting for citizens of Hazel will
be held at the annex of the Hazel
Baptist Church,sponsored by the
Hazel Woman's Club. For
transportation call 492-8315, 4988324, or 498-8514.
A rummage and bake sale will
be held at the American Legion
Hall starting at 6:30 a.m. sponsored by the Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
orth Pleasant Grove Church..
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Stir will
have its Friendship night at 7:30
p.m. at the Masonic Hall. A
potluck supper will be served and
all members are urged to attend.
A cordial invitation is also extended to members of other OES
chapters who wish to attend.

PAGE FIVE

Senior recital of Kathy Moore,
Mtropolis, Ill., soprano, will be
led at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building, MSU, at two p.m. No
±iarge.
Senior recital of Don Foster,
Burna, percussion, will be held at
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building at two p.m. No charge.
Bill Hudson, professioeal
football player, will speak at the
Mt. Carmel Missionary Baptist
Church at seven p.m. The Bunaac
Boys will sing special numbers.
Men and little sisters of Alpha
Tau Omega will be collecting
hinds for Mrs. Roger (Carol)
Melton starting at 2:30p.m. Her
husband is a fraternity member.
Monday, may 17
The Republican Women's Club
will meet at the Holiday Inn at six
p.m. with Mrs. Max Hurt and
Miss Mary Stein as hostesses.

Park, Michigan, Mr. Glenn
Deweese and Mrs. Elsie
Deweese, Paducah, and Charles
William Nance, Sr., Chicago, Ill.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was had
in the social hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
In white, overlaid with blue net.
The center of the table featured a
silver bowl filled with various
spring flowers and held three
burning tapers. The bridesmaids
starlight hand bouquets were
placed at intervals along the
table.
At one end of the table, was a
three tiered wedding cake toppe4
with a miniature bride and
groom. At the other end of the
table, pinch was served from a
crystal punch bowl. Serving at
the reception were Mesdames
Harvey Ellis, Herbert Dunn, J.
D. Williams, and Robert
Burkeen.
Miss Paulette Ross, cousin of
the bride, kept the register. Miss
Lisa Garland, and Miss Beverly
Garland, daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Garland, Jr., passed
out rice bags of blue net tied with
blue ribbon. Dwain Jones of
Murray provided appropriate
background music for the
reception.
After the reception, the young
couple left on an unannounced
wedding trip. For traveling, the
bride chose a deep purple A-line
fashioned dress. Pinned at her
shoulder was a corsage of white
carnations tinted in orchid.
After a short wedding trip, Mr.
and Mrs. Nance are now residing

On Friday evening, April 9, at
eight thirty o'clock, the wedding
party was entertained at the
Triangle Restaurant. Places
were laid for twenty-five persons.
The couple presented gifts to
their attendants.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Miller
and son,Steve, and a friend, Miss
Darlene Cabe, all of Chattanooga, Tenn., returned to their
home on Monday after spending
the weekend with their mothers
and grandmothers, Mrs. Greg
Miller and Mrs. Isaac L Clanton.

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Fahey and
children, Kathryn Anne and
Michael Patrick, left Tuesday for
their home in Griffith, Ind., after
spending the weekend with their
grandmothers' and great grandmothers, Mrs. Greg Miller and
Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton, both
residing on Vine Street, Murray.
Mrs. Fahey is the former Anne
Miller.

TRICIA'S Jul
chosen two
maids at her
Cox. They
,Amy, 12, di
wa

CrOSiW71
ACROSS.
1
• 6
• 11
12
14

;1

Buckets
Chnner course
A
A.
:of dance
Swiss house
Hypothetica4

15 Country of

,

Good gropetn.fit
Look
for
firm,
wellshaped grapefruit. If it's
heavy it's usually good for
eating. Thin-skinned units
have
more juke -than

The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
ten a.m. with Mrs. Alton Cole as Miss Sheila Harris, daughter of semble of blue knee She wore a
DEAR ABBY: May I use your column to help all those
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harris, double carnation corsage at her
hostess.
kids who have dropped out of high school and wish they
became the bride of Charles wrist.
hadn't'
Murray Branch of the AAUW
William Nance, Jr., son of Mrs.
The groom's mother, Mrs. Eula
If you are a dropout and now regret it, you don't have to will have a breakfast with Mrs. The BFA show of Mike Kirk,
Eula Nance, in an impressive
Louisville,
Kappa
will
open
in
the
Nance,
chose to wear a purple
settle for the lowest paying job all your tile, and be referred Inez Claxton, Ordway Hall, at
for
ceremony solemnized Saturday,
to as "uneducated." And you don't have to go back to high 8:30 a.m. All members are urged P1 room, Fine Arts Building and April 10, at seven o'clock in the knit dress with bone accessories.
continue through May 30. No
Small cnd Large Firms
Her corsage was white carschool for two or three years to get your diploma, either.
to attend.
evening at the First United
charge.
nations.
Every state in this country offers a high school diploma
FINANCIAL - OPERATIONS Methodist Church in Murray.
The bride's maternal grandby examination. The exam is called "General Education
Kirksey Ball Club tryouts will
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
mother,
Mrs.
Elsie
Dewee-se,
of
Development" test. It is offered to everyone, and is even be held for junior girls at nine
PERSONNEL • SALES
Minister of the church, perTuesday, May 18
Paducah, was attired in a black
accepted for college entrance!
a.m., senior girls at ten a.m.,
formed the double ring ceremony
and white knit dress with matAbby, this may not be news to you, but it was news to park league at 11 a.m., little Phi Delta Kappa will
have its before an altar decorated with a ching accessories.
me, and I'm sure there are thousands, maybe millions of league at noon, and pony league installation dinner at the
spring
flowers.
The
of
variety
Faculty
people who have never heard of it. I learned of it tbru a at two p.m. Players asked to dining room,MSU,at 6::NO P.M. leven branched cathedral can- Mrs. Ruby Harris, paternal
Gilbertsville, Ky. - P.O. Box 451
grandmother of the bride, wore a
friend after kicking myself for five years for having dropped bring $3.00 for insurance.
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger is the in- clleabra holding white tapers navy two piece knit
with
bone
,* out of high school. Exactly two months after 1 heard about
4:we at either side of the altar
coming president.
502/362-4379
accessories. Both grandmothers
G. E. D. I had my high school diploma in my hand. Then I
and the candles were lighted by
wore corsages of white car• passed my college entrance exams and went on to college.
Opera workshop will be held at Composition Recital of
Burkeen
York Nashville Area
and
Larry
Kenneth
Bell.
Formally
Chicago-New
Robert
I shall be eternally grateful to the person who told me auditorium of University School Suffett, Shepardsville, will be at As the guests assembled, a nations.
about G. E. D., and I'm sure your readers will be grateful to at eight p.m. Public invited and the Recital Hall, Fine Arts program of nuptial music was Out of town guests included;
there is no charge. Students and Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No presented by Mrs. R. W. Farrell.
you if you pass on this information to them.
—MARCIA
faculty members of the Murray charge.
Organ selections included;
DEAR MARCIA: Caere me among those who had never State music department will
"Reverie", "Love Theme" from
heard of G. E. D. I checked it out and what you say is present same'
Juliet, and
The Coldwater Homemakers Romeo and
absolutely correct. Thank you for writing. Anyone interested
"Dreams". Mrs. David Berry,
Club
will
meet
at
the
home
of
in getting a high school diploma may call any high school in
schools
from
Students
vocalist, sang "I Love Thee",
his community and obtain the necessary information. Or throughout the Purchase Area Mrs. Hill Adams at one p.m.
"Because" and "The Lord's
write to: General Education Development Testing Service of
will combine talents in the
Prayer". The traditional wedthe American Counsel on Education, I Dupont Circle, Purchase Area Youth Symphony The WSCS of the Russell's ding marches were played.
Chapel
United
Methodist
Church
Washington, D. C. MM.
Orchestra, directed by Neale
Bride's Dress
Mason,in a concert at three p.m. will have a potluck supper at the
Approaching
the
altar,
church
at
seven
p.m.
Whit's your problem' You'll feel better if you get it oft
at the University School
escorted by her father, and given
your chest. Write to BBY. Box 0700. Los Angeles, Cal.
auditorium. No charge.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order In marriage by het mother and
SOM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
of the Rainbow for Girls will have father, the radiant young bride
envelope.
A car wash will be held at the its installation offficers at the was lovely in a wedding gown
fashioned of white crepe. The
641 Super Shell from eight a.m. to Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
For Abby's booklet. -How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
gown was designed with an
five p.m. Illy the Rainbow for
send Si to Abby. Box OM. Los Angeles. Cal. WM.
Girls. The price is $1.50.
The Music Department of the empire waistline, A-line skirt and
camelot sleeves. The
Murray Woman's Club will meet featured
The Twin Lakes Coon Club will at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with removable train was edged in
have its buddy hunt at the club at Mesdames C. C. Lowry, Robert lace, as' was the sleeves just
7:30 p.m. All hunters are invited E. Johnson, Dale Nance, Joe 'above the elbow and at the wrists.
shoulder length veil of Sin(
to attend.
Prince, Hugh
Noffsinger, Her
Maurice Humphreys, James Illusion was attached to a clothe
studded flowers.
The Gamma Beta Phi honorary Kline, and Jon Ft. Thompson
as of pearl
society of Murray State hostesses.
The bride carried a lovely
University will have spring egg
fantasy bouquet consisting of
sale from ten a.m. to four p.m. The Baptist Women
fugi mums, miniature
of the First white
carnations, starburst palms and
Members will be going to homes Baptist Church will
meet at the
sprengerii. Her only jewelry was
asking for donations for church nine a.m.
scholarships for incoming fresha diamond chip necklace, a gift if
man in return for an egg.
her parents.
The
Dorothy
Group
of
the
First
IMS SUFFERED DURING THIS
Baptist Church WMS will meet Mrs. Lloyd T. Brown, cousin of
• PRESENT TERM BECAUSE OF INEFFECTIVE
with Mrs.Jerry Upton at ten a.m. the bride, served as matron -of
with Mrs. Robert Fox as program honor. Miss Jackie Ross, cousin
• REPRESENTATION IN Frankfort.' In 1970 our •
of the bride, Miss Jeanette
•
leader.
present Senator was voted ..
Nance, the groom's sister, and
•
•
The executive board of the Miss Carla Elkins were the
Kirksey School Parent-Teacher bridesmaids.
If you can, you'll make us very
Association will meet at the home Their gowns were of light blue
"Make it beautiful."(Or else.)
of Mrs. James Miller at one p.m. crepe accented with blue velvet
sad. •
They did.
ribbon fashioned with empire
Because we've troubled ourThey welded. And burnished,
waistlines and long sleeves
selves no end- to hide it from
The Faith Doran Circle of
And sculpted. And sanded. And'
by the Capitol Press Club. No wonder the First
gathered full at the wrists. They
First United Methodist Ch
you.
•
pointed.
each carried a starlight hand
District has been left out when decisions are •
will meet at two p.m. at the ho bouquet of white carnations'
Our quest for the invisible
The
Until they had shaped in steel
•
of Dr. Raymond Carter, L
tinted in blue accented with blue
Volkswagen took us all the way
made in Frankfort. Let us restore the First
•
what
Ghia Kid shaped in pencil.
Grove Road, with his mother ribbon tied in love knots.
to Turin, Italy.
•
Smug
in the knowledge that
Mrs.
Grace
to
its
the
rightful
Carter, as hostess Miss Alisha Gail Harris, the
District
place in
eyes of all •
<..
, Where we asked the famous
nobody could ever mistake this
hter
of
and
••
(tau
cous
in
bride's
Kentuckians and elect . . .
hostess- can help you
Ghia Studios 'to design us a -beautiful car for a
Mr.and Mrs. Glen Harris, served
Yolkswagen,
the anxiety of getsporty
• over acquainted
Italian body.
we made it a Volkswagen.
as flower girl. She carried a
in new
ting
They
did.
small white basket accented with
By concealing our air-cooled
surroundings and make
Their drawings clutched tightblue ribbon and filled with blue
•
engine in back. (For better tracyou feel at "Home
rose petals.
ly in hand, we secretly prowled
Sweet Home," again.
tion.)
Lt Lloyd T. Brown served the
about Europe for the best coach
And making it go obout 26
She will bring gifts and
room as best man. Groomsmen
builder we could find.
vital information from
miles on just one gallon.
bride's
Ricky
Harris,
the
were
•
your neighborhootI busiAs The Next
Success. To the Karmann
Sandwiches ole
Then we gave this Volksbrother, Danny Ross, cousin of
ness and civic icaders..
South-of-the-Border sand. the bride, and Gary Darnell.
Coachworks of Osnabruck we
wagen its final disguise:
vriches are a zippy
Call
handed over Ghia's sketches
David Nance, the groom's
We • named it the Karmann
on e four-andsnack.Combie
thane 753-2370
with the injunction:
Ghia.
three-fourths-ounce can of brother, Kenneth Burkeen, and
Myrtle Mae Grogan
liverwurst spread with two tarry Bell, cousins of the bride,
fr
7544365
teblespoons of chopped also served as ushers. The men
(Paid for by Charles 0 Davis
sour pickle. Spread on were attired in dark suits, light
the Most
whole wheat bread and add blue shirts, and identical ties.
Famous Basket
as his own Treasurer)
,i,Id8
in the 1%,
slices of American chepse
Mrs. Glenna Harris, the bride's
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
proz!our treat sand4
iemi'inguaiiirmivagmere
,vireihet...414Ete2s4ket
ftrre•strt.-7,'.30'A.ltor 'tti-
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I
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TRICIA'S JUNIOR BRIDESMAIDS — Tricia Nixon has
chosen two of her young cousins to be junior bricksmaids at her June 12 White House wedding to Howard
Cox. They are Beth Nixon (left), 11, and her sister
.Amy, 12, daughters of President Nixon's brother Edward and his wife, of Seattle, Wash.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

300 MOMOO BUM

6 A state
ACROSS'
MDO 000= MOO
N.,
—
OUU
7 Exclamation
I Buckets
ri
DIM OMEIVU
.• 6 Dinner course '
11 Unit of
MEMO COO MOO
' 11 Kind of dance
Latvian
9 12 Swiss house
MMM OMO =MOM
ctwrency
Hypothetical
14
MUG= OMOOM
9 Wong. 01
force
sorro4,
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MUM00 MOMM
15 Country of
10
Man
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Auction Sale
Saturday, May 15 10:00 A.M.
Hwy

I Red Belly Ford Tractor, 1 Bush Hog, 1 "John Deere"
Mower, 1 1965 Ford Pick-up with Racks, 1 1959 1 b2 Ton In2 ft. bed, 1 1964 1 Ton Ford Truck
1
ternational Truck with 19/
with Flat bed, 1 Long Wheel-base Cab-Over-Camper With
Ice Box, Stove, Sink, Heater, Gas Lamp, Table, etc., 1 1967
Chev. Pick-up, 1 Fiberglass Boat and 35 H.P. Johnson Motor
and Traler 1 4-Wheel Wagon with Bicycle Wheels, Tongue
and Shaves, 1 Mule - 5 yr. old Sorrel Mare - 9 Hands and
Green Brock, 1 "Pair of Mules" -(680 yr. old Horse Mules)
( With Stocking Legs, Harness Included.—Broke to Work), I
have sowed my place down and out of pasture, must reduce
my herd. This is a chance to buy good Calves and Stock Cows
2 yrs. old- 1,2 Charolais and va
1
off the farm, 1 Bull - 2/
Hereford, 3 Heifers - ½ Charolais, 1 White Face Cow with
Twin Calves (4th Calf), 3 Black Angus Cows with Calves at
side, 1 Black Angus Heifer—to "calf" soon, 1 Bred Airshair
Cow (had 1 calf), 2 Young Black Bulls - (wight Approx. 500
lbs each i, I Cow—to "calf" soon (3rd calf), 10 Bulls, Heifers
and Steers—( weigh 350-700 lbs.),2Sows - and 17 Pigs.

MANY MORE ITEMS NOT MENTIONED
Auctioneers:
Owner:
McBride, No. 247
Shorty
Fi,i H art
C lie,No 336

•

•

71-4' MOST LINCONTROL.LAGLY ROMANTIC
FEENDS IN ALLTH'H LLsPf — IF 'THEY
TORTURES HIS 'METHOD'OUTA HIM,NO
GAL IN DOGPATCH IS GAPE f!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
*41•••••••••••••••••••••••

lit invitation
to attend the gala

of the beautify new

comb,

lexa

...a new concept in Mobile Home Living...

I

H. B. & Ola
Bailey
No. of Paris, 1:1 Mile Off 641
WATCH FOR AUCTION SIGNS

(Ai

LOCATED JUST NORTH OF MURRAY ON HIGHWAY U.S. 641

60th
ANNIVERSARY

Miles

6-4

I.

I SAT., SUN. and MON., MAY 15-16-17

CONGRATULATIONS
On Your

About 6

Camp youths participate in
By Helen Price Stacy
county recreation including Pony
baseball, softball
league
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—When basketball and church programs.
open house and dedication of new Some 25 are planning to take 100 L'il Abner
facilities for Wood.sbend State hours of adult basic education for
Boys Camp takes place May 23, it their GED (General Educational
will be reunion time for many )evelopment)
diploma,
visitors and personnel who have equivalent to a high school
worked closely with the program diploma.
at the center in Morgan County. "We have a real good
"Governor Nunn has been relationship
said
here,"
invited to dedicate the new Superintendent Lewis, who is
buildings," said Sept. Jack C. proud that visitors come from
Lewis, "and we're expecting the near, and far to see how the
Jerry Hissongs to be here."
program works. "We're looking
Hissont, now at Ormsby for a good turnout of Morgan
Village, Louisville, was the first Countians at the open house and
superintendent at the camp after dedication, as well as visitors
it was established in September from Kentucky and other states."
1964.
"My first work was with
Jerry," Lewis added, "and since
then I've tried to follow his
,
principles and gtedelleep.' ______
Welfare
Kentucki—Mid
Commissioner George Perkins
will be present to participate in
the program and renew
acquaintances with area friends,
and according to Lewis all state
level cabinet officials have been
invited, including Secretary of
State Kenneth Harper, former
assistant commissioner of the
department.
Under expert leadership the
camp in the Woodsbend community has become a model for
similar institutions in Kentucky
and throughout the nation.
"Woocabend is at the top in the
nation," said Lewis. "We can be
proud of our progress. We get
personnel from other places here
&r training and observance of
what we are doing for delinquent
youth from all walks of life.
"A recent foreign guest from
Austrialia was impressed with
the treatment here and the
response," Lewis noted. "When
he left he said he had seen 143
youth centers in various parts of
the country and he considered the
one here at Woodsbend the best
by far."
Results at the center are attributed to several factors, but
foremost is making every boy
feel that someone wants to help
him. For the first time in many of
the boys' lives there is someone
•to contrying to guide hirn
structive, productive living.
'They like it," said Lewis, who
is proud that in nine months only
one youth has run away. "We've
never had a fist fight here or
stealing. We don't use locks on
anything and rely on trust and the
honor system."
Hosts for the open house and
gtittivia Count4
dedication, set from 1 to 5 p.m.,
are members of the Citizens
Advisory Committee, a group of
Morgan C,ountians who help with
inter-community relations. The
committee will be assisted by the
50 to 55 youths at the center.
No group is more interested in
the "big day" than the youths
themselves. They have set trees
and shrubs and landscaped the
camp grounds, and have
repainted the white board fence
that surrounds the grounds.
Visitors to the open house will
see for themselves that Kentucky's rural countryside can be
clean and beautiful. For some
guests—like Secretary of State
Harper and Jack Tracy, James
Howard and William Lyon of the
Child Welfare Department—it
will be a time for comparison of
the handsome new buildings to
the former quarters.
It was on Christmas Day 1968
that the building housing all
fatilities of the camp was
destroyed by fire.
The camp was then moved to
temporary quarters in West
Liberty for several months
during construction of the new,
much larger facility for the
center plus a maintenance
building at a cost of $275,000. The
move back was August 22, 1970.
The cost is negligible compared
with the building of lives. Youths
aged 15-18 are admitted for an
average of four months. Within
Mobile Homes that have Solar Rooms;
that time they are rehabilitated
from the inside out. "It's almost a
Some central air condition (all can be
religious, missionary thing," said
Lewis.

fl/
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3 PORTABLE TVs

. ...PRESENTS A NEW CONCEPT IN MOBILE HOME
LIVING AND INVITES YOU TO THE PRIVATE WORLD
OF LUXURY LIVING AT NO EXTRA COST. 262 LARGE,
SPACIOUS LOTS (MINIMUM SIZE 45' x 90') WITH
COMPLETE PRIVACY ENCOURAGE CARE-FREE
OUTDOOR LIVING. THIS IS A TRULY UNIQUE MOBILE
to be given away by drawing on Mon., May
HOME COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS:
17th, at 5:00 p.m. All you do is to come by
• A beautifully landscaped luxury type community. and register. Nothing to buy and no
• Wide, well-lighted, fully paved streets for your.
obligation. You do NOT have to be present
convenience and security.
at the drawing to win.
• Private, paved driveways
So, just stop in and sign-up!
s Garbage, trash collections
• City water and sewer service ... and many more
teatures plus ...

EXCLUSIVE RECREATION AREA

YES! We have MOBILE HOMES for SALE!

********)
-Do pm want to vote for the
•
.
•Property Value Administrator
•(Tax Commissioner) or do you.
ii•aot the office abolished inid*
Osomeone appointed to assess*
*your property taxes. Charles*
4.0. Davis will fight to retain*
•
.your privelege to vote. Work:
*for and elect Charles 0. Davis•
•as your next State Senator. *
•
* Paid for biCharles O.Davis •
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Expand-O-Rooms; Space Mates. All homes double insulated, storm windows;
air conditioned in two hours). 24' x 60' Mobile Homes. These homes

are set up, ready to live in. Any price...from $4,267.00 to
even offer financing terms, up to 12 years!

$11,115.00.

Yes, we
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Any one purchasing a Mobile
home from us dul-ing these 3
days will receive 6 months
park rent..Freel

WE ALSO HAVE MOBILE
HOME DUPLEX APARTMENTS

At RENT
&

2 BEDROOMS
TAKING RESERVATIONS NOW
•;14149
***•••••4181464•7

Xivivta Cowdo,
JAMES & BEVERLY GREEN
RESIDENT MANAGERS
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FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
:00 MOWS; WIN.: Soars news: win, ; Sports I ureem or TIMM
Meek Circus
30 Frog Prince
!Morns
Magic Circus
Interns
,00 Froo Prince
Portrider Family
Andy Griffith
:30 Name of Game
Undersea World of
Movie:
:00 Hone of Game
Jerome Cousteatl.
"Donovan's Reef"
:36 Hanle of Game
Love. American Sive
Movie
;00 Strange Report
Love. American StYle
.31 Serene Report
Movie
MI News; *Mr.; SirortsNees: letle.• Worts It Takes a Thief
Si Takes a -Thiel
Porn Maggie -:0 Toreight
News; Wthr.; Sports
Perry Meron
t
awieutito
1loni
Movie:
Movie;
"A Garnering of
"Crack in me
.00 David Front
Eaglet
• 3Q David f
WerW'

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
eer
:00 Sericulture USA
30 Farm Oiliest
=W
Three Skeen
nip
.00 Tom Fivelenf
Jake MPS
Three Stooges
Heckle end heckle Eddie Hill
Link. Secret
Lancelot
and
Sabrina
8 so, Wooer Vfoodolick
Chime HOW
Greene Goellos
30 liteeloos
Jerry Laves Sit Dowr
Doctor Doolittle Josh & Pussycats
Miriam Globetrolfers Fiore Come D'ieckers
S°
Pink Panther
Wheels
ArchWs Fun House OW Hawks
N 0. Puln.tuf
Sky
10
Her, Comes GnmW Archie's Fun House
Mouse
Motor
S
Corrownity
Center
:.sa Screen Auditions
Hardy Boys
:35 Screen Auditions Manliest
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
ernerican Bandstand
First Saturday
I•J Ale S... Ire,
A1001(.1111 Bandstand
Town Council f
m. :30 Star Trek
Larry Kane
Salketbati
011 Baseball:
I
Larry
Kane
Basketball
Baltimore
vs.
• :3111
NBA Highlights
Basketball
eb :NI Illesion
Wrestling
Basketball .
Basiboll

1°0

3 1: =11

tritiThsiw..•
Wide World of Sour
Wide World of Sow'
4
,Virlher.World of Spor

"
Mir

4 1: urrnimum
PGA Golf P
Pmr•a."ess
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p4.4
endw.
Tjdati(
Wilbeirewrztor
5
Roger

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
00 News; MIMS Snorts News: Wnr : Sports Untamed World
30 Andy Midterm
Mission: Impossible Lawrence Web
ng
la Andy Williams
Mission; Impossible
Lawrence Welk
1
:30 Movie:
MY Three Sons . Tam Jones:vSudi
O :CO "Triple
Special Friends
0 :30 Movie Cross" Arnie
Mary Tyler MooreMovie:
gl,
00 Movie
"Bare Street"
7 :30 Merle
Mannis
z
Movie
;-031 News; WThr.: SportsNews; pratlir ; Snorts
Takes a Thief
10
Perry
son
It
:VI "Journey 4o the Perry Mason
News;
Weir ; Sports
11 I :30 Center of Time" Movie:
Movie:
OW &vergers
"Secret Invasion' "Long Hot Simmer"
12 :30 Avengers
Movie
• Movie

it
0

Trucks Aid Shoppers
WASHINGT.
ON — Because trucks can go anywhere, during all seasons,
the shopping habits and
menus of Amercan families
are'Vastly different from "the

old days." Now, daily tliick
deliveries to the Nation's
shopping centers, large and
small, downtown and in the
suburbs, offer Americans a
veritable king's ransom of
choices and values.

TIMES — sitSHAY,

KENTUCKY

This Week's TV Fare

Venice, Coal Mines and A
Training Ship Are Featured
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FRIDAY—MAY 14, 1971
PARIS PARKING
A 400 per cent increase in
parking fines and progressive
Introduction of meter parking
In

threatened by urban crimes and and the Modern Jars Quartet
By JACK GAVER
an unknown assassin. Prototype are with Flip Wilson on bie
NEW YORK (UPI)—VenIce, of a new one-hour ABC aides NBC hour at 7:30 p.m. (R).
t
xial mines and a training ship for next season.
Alias Smith Gil
s "
'
ABC
figure in the week's television
"NBC World Premier Movie" Jones" at 7:30 has ,"'Ilte
specials.
" Neyes gets fn
at 9 screens"
Do You Take This Shell Game.
NBC offers a Tennessee Ern- Stranger?" starring Gene Bar- volved with a young womanhi
ie Ford entertainment hour on Ty, Diane Baker, Jiiisph Gotten finances at a gambling spot,
Wednesday, and a plea for the and Lloyd Bridges in a
R
tale
saving of threatened Venice on about a man who schemes to
Friday.
inherit a million by leaching
The CBS movie at 9 screens
A Danish training ship special identifies with an acquaintance
1966's ,"Chamber of Horrors,"
chapter
on
another
on Sunday,
who has a terminal illness (r).
garring Cesare Danova and
American justice Tuesday and
TUESDAY
Suzy Parker in a suspense story
the bilis USA beauty pageant
Raymond Burr, Jimmy Dur-"1
finals Saturday are on the CBS ante and Connie Stevens are involving a wax museum in
Century Baltimore (R).
schedule.
with Don Knotts on his NBC 19th
FRIDAY
The probe of coal mines and a hour at 8 (r).
The CBS movie at 9 screens
golf tourney are ABC's SaturFerlin Husky and
Lee
1967's "The Cool Ones," starday extras.
Lewis are singing guests on
Roddy McDowell antrDebring
Highlights times EDT:
"Her Haw" for CBS.
bie Watson in the story of a
SUNDAY
ABC's movie at 11:30 screens
If a sixth game is necessary "The Over-The-Hill Gang Rides singer trying for a comeback
iii the National Hockey League's Again." Fred Astaire helps after hitting bottom.
Stanley Cup playoff series be- clean up crime in the West
(R).
tween Chicago and Montreal, NBC
'
s movie at 9 screens
NBC preempts "Strange ReCBS will air it at 2.
Ha's "
Better A Widow," star- port" at 10 for "Venice Be
Ed Sullivan's guests on CBS ring Virna Lisi and Peter
Mc- Damned!" documentary showat 8 are Oliver. Bernadette Pe Henry in the story of a
power ing the reasons why the Italian
Georgie
ters, George Hamilton,
draggle between two industrial- city is slowly being destroyed.
Kaye, the Phil Driscoll Explo- xis in a Mediterranean town Jose Ferrer narratej)
sion, the Young Saints and R).
ABC's "Love, American
Stiles and Henderson (R).
Style" at 10 offers "Love and
WEDNESDAY
"The ABC Sunday night movthe Housekeeper," "Love and
Kraft Music
NBC preempts "
ie" at 9 screens 1958's "Verti""Lave and Womthe Groupie,
Slog American
go," starring James Stewart Hall" at 9 for "
en's lib" and "Love and the
for
which
Beautiful,
"
a
special
and Kim Novak in an Alfred
Fuzz" (R).
Tennessee Ernie Ford is host
Hitchcock thriller.
SATURDAY
CBS preempts "Jackie Glea- o Diahann Carorl, the SmothBrothers
and
Danny
ms
son and the Honeymooners" at
ABC at 8:30 offers "The
10 for "lure of the tall ship," Domes.
The CBS "Medical Center" Cherokee Shaft: The Story of
a special dealing with the training -of young Danes on a sail- tale at 9 deals with a woman Mines and Men," a one-hour
executive who becomes para- documentary dealing
with
g ship.
lyzed after surgery for injuries health and safety in under1
MONDAY
"Gunsmoke" on CBS at 7:30 received in a horse riding acci- ground coal mines.
NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
p.m. presents "The Miracle dent (R).
"NFL Action" on ABC at 1966's "Torn Curtain," starring
man." Widow is the target of
10:30 focuses on the Oakland Paul Newman and Julie Ana swindling itinerant (R).
drews in an Allred. Hitchcock
"It Was A Very Good Year" Raiders' 1970 season.
THURSDAY
film of international Intrigue
on ABC at 8:30 focuses on
Lena Horne, Tony Randall (R).
1964, with Gower Champion and
Don Schoolander as guest
stars.
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
"'The ABC movie at 9 screens
'The City," starring Anthony
WSUL-8
WS114-4
IVLAC-5
Quinn as the mayor of a South=I\
elINDAY
eastern city whose career is

central

Paris

have

..

Standard Oil opens
Shriven refinery

proposed as part of an all-out
policy to deter

private gars

from crowding the streets of
the French capita.

Baptis

Scotts Grey
Worship Service
Evening worship
•
Enimanitei miss
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

been

.

The Far Eastern subsidiary
of Standard Oil Company
IN-i.) has formally opened its
new $68 million reunery in

MUM CI.is
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mow nu
eloreheed
lawroyalaybed 1111101U Ck.
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11071 0.23
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WICSO CIL el
Lowedlel
MUGS CV. Si
100C1.4 Clo_ SO

Booseons Green
Cotronsten

Singapore.
An additional investment of

West Foci
Morning Worship
Evening worship

830 million in new processing
facilities, which are acheduled
for completion during the first
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First septa
Morning Worship
Evening worship

half of 1973, will triple the in'
s refining capacity to
stallation

Spring crim
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

231,000 barrels a day.

HIM

•

Tanah,'

Martini*
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

*Charles O. Davie does note*
l
ilt the office of Property!
"
V -he
Administrator—
*
0
*abolished. Do You? A vote for.
*Charles 0. Davis

will

Sinking Wi
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

helot

Wassure you the right to vote fore
*this office. Elect Charles O.*

'• Hazel Sept
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•
*Davis as your next
senator*
•

Wr

•

Poplar Seri!
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•Pald
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Charles 0. Devie*
::
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r
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*******411

Grace Sept
Morning Worship

g vening Warship

FOR CORRECT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

Blood Div
fling worship
fwening Worship
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DAY OR NIGH
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Kenney gas
ning Worship
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ren ing Worship

753-6363
COVE,IST

ssimorial
fling Worship
iling worship

onrs HANK

t

New Mt. Cannel 14
Morning Worship
Beening Worship

Flint Rapti
Morning Worship
evening Worship

Cherry Cor
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

-Elm Ormi
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•
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Vetsatile Industry

WASHINGTON — Versatility has become a byword of the trucking industry. Special equipment enables the motor truck to
handle every type of freight
— from frozen foods and
chickens to missiles and
tanks!

WALLIS DRUG
*
We

Phone 1113-1212
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

Have It—We Will Get It

*

'
t Be Had
Or It Can

6:30
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tomrnorrow
8:00 Roadrunner
8.30 Hot Dog

Sunrise Semester
Tom & Jerry

Salem Sap
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Christia

First Christ
Worship Services
pm

Murray Chris
Worship Services10:aS

Know Your Bible
Sego Bros.

CLIFF°I
Penelope PitstoP
Carl Tipton

World-Tomorrow
Three Stooges

WI

9:00 Jambo

•Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE
IE 11

and Try Our

...the herbicide
that controls the

10 Most Unwanted
soybean weeds.

UNIROYAL
Lynn Grove
Seed Mill
Lynn Grove, Ky.

—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homeriurde Pizza
6a m.to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

IS MORE THAN
F./ST A WORD
WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9999

Senator
HENRY
BEACH
Democratic Candidate

(After

5:00, 753-9161)

cpr,

for

I

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY MAY 25, 1971
The Candidate Who Will
"Put The People First"
Po.<1 for by Beach for 1. Goefernoo Coon,,,ee lobo

H W•Her•r, T,IPol.

3011 Pproton 14voy

Johnny Quest
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up di Live
Cattanooga Cats
10:00 This is the Life oral Roberts
10:30 Worship
Faith For Today
DtamrY
Flipper
11:00
Sierra Club
11:30 Worship
co
P
NetSet
Nation
a
AA
Face
12:00 Meet the Press
Field News
Track
the City
fop
FSoul.
12:30 Newsmakers
Troop
1:00 Movie
NHL Hockey
1:30
Card-Baseball-Houston
00Lost in Space
2:30
3:00 Bowling
3:
:135
0 La
- dies Golf
4:00
4:30
4:45
5:00 Comment
5:30 News
6:00 Scene at Six
6:30 Disneyland
7:00
7:30 Bill Cosby "
8:00 Bonanza
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
11100
0
0;30
00 T
Sczgh
et
w
Show
11:30
12:00

TIDWELL

A,

WHEN ILLNESS AND ACCIDENTS DO OCCUR, MAKE
SURE YOU HAVE PLANNED FOR TODAY'S COST OF
CARE WITH BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD QUALITY
HEALTH CARE PROTECTION. FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PROTECTION TO HELP MEET TODAY'S
COST OF HEALTH CARE, COMPLETE AND MAIL THE
COUPON BELOW.

Big' Valley
Award Movie

Reports
Roger Mudd
Lassie
Hogan'S Heroes
Ed Sullivan

Love on a Rooftep
FBI

Glen Campbell

Movie

Adventure
News
Perry Mason

Di

1210 Main

Up de Coming

Animal World

P/

CO)

The

Take Y
To C
Don't

Stok•s Tract

AND REMEMBER . . . THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS AND FACILITIES IN YOUR COMMUNITY
ARE READY TO PROVIDE NEEDED CARE FOR YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY WHENEVER ILLNESS OR ACCIDENTS STRIKE.

News
Movie

The Late Show
News

Busanessna

483 Mopin $1

Messey-Ferg
Industrial R

America
Motors
Cain 8
Ambassador- Nor

MONDAY
5:45
Country Journal
6:00 Morning Show
News
6:30
Real McCoys
Morning Watch
7:00 Today Show,
Bow
8:00
Captain Kangaroo
8:30
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
9:00 Diah's Place
Hazel
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
10:00 Sale of Century
Gourmet
Family Affair
10:30 Hollywood Squares!Vie of Life
That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
Bewitched
Where Heart Is
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
World Apart
12:00 Noon Show
All My Children
News
12:05
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
1..30 Doctors
Dating Game
Guiding Light
2:00 Another World
Gen. Hosp.
Secret Storm
2:30 Bright Promise
One Life
Edge of Night
3:00 Another World
Dark Shadows
Gomer Pyle
3:30 Here come-Brides Gilligan's Island
lAicy Show
4:00
Dan Boone
Movie
410 Wild, Wild West
5-00
News
5:25 News
Weither
5:30 News
New,
News
6:00 Scene at Six
6:30 Red Skelton
Let's Make A Deal
7:00 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
7:30
Her, Lucy
It Was-Very Gd. Yr
8:00 Movie
Movie
twrry RFD
8:30
)or L., Day
9:00
riir1,1 Burnett
10:00 Seem. at TPri
Mews
New
1073(ritintphr StalerM 1Dick Mitt

SUPPORT YOUR HOSPITALS
AND THE ENTIRE HEALTH CARE TEAM

Top 01
_F 1y1' Point

NATIONAL HOSPITAL WEEK — MAY 9-15, 1971
KENTUCKY.
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD'
BLUE CROSS

HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

Bardstown Road,

3101

Louisville, Ky.

Palac

40205

Phone (502) 452-1511

Five Point

For more information send us the coupon, today!
°American Hospital Association

Associotion of Blue Shield Plans

CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
[3101 Bardstown Road, Louisville, Ky. 40205

NAME
COMPANY

ADDRESS

me, without

benefits and eligibility

Heating Sheet
Pith dt Chcsi

MURI. 871

Boone's

STATE

Please send

Freed Cc

GROUP PLANS MOLY BE FORMED WHERE
THERE ARE 5 OR MORI EMPLOYEES.

HOME
ADDRESS

CITY

Jas

ZIP

obligation, information

The Cleaner
on

health

care

requiremenrs.
4

I am:

M years
1

I

am:

of age or under.

A college student.

A Blue Cross

and Blue Shield

1 .1 Reaching 19.1 ; Gen* Ildfuri•IL

__

Randy Tho

veers of ago or over.
Interested in forming a group.

65

member,

interested

Air Cenditlening-He

certificate

in upgrading benefits under

Service
5

Stl:. _Chest r
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Baptist

Church Of Christ

Tants Grove
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening worehip
7:30p.m.
•
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

of
rig

West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

'It
nto

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:t5 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:3013.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 a.m.
8 p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

1

Metliodist

;t

Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.

KirkStY Baptist
/Owning Worship
11 a.m.
evening Worship
7:30p.m.

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

a

Other
Denominations

Bethel United
- Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1St &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m.. 2nd Sunday,
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirksey tinned
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:15p.m.

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services
10. 30 a m 7
m
Murray Christian
Worship Serv ices 10.45 a.m , 7 p.m.

r

oday, the world is getting smaller. We're looking -at it from the moon. Looks like we've just got to be
good neighbors, if we are to survive...to be good livers. And we might as well start.with the folks next door.
Sure their dog barks too much and too loud. But the dog's old and its rhasters a bit hard-of-hearing. So,
maybe you, too, should pretend to be a little older and a mite deaf to the bark. It's a good
way to make and keep good neighbors.
Sometimes the kids across the street whoop it up a little too much and perhaps turn your yard into
a playground But they are young and their parents blind to their antics. Maybe you too, can grow
a Mile younger and took- the other way for *white. It-might-surprise.you just how good your

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 a.m
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m , 11 a m., 4.30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a.m

11:00

Temple Hill United

- Elm Grey*
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

'a

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Plesant Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m .
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:30a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel'Anted
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Sow* Please* Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Geed Shepherd United
Worship Service
II a.m.

Blood liver
ning Worship
11 a.m.
iling Worship
6:30p.m.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

a
•

Presbyterian

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
evening Worship

Murray Civarch
Sunday Scheel
10a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

Pentecostal

Poplar Wings
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m
ettting Worship 6:30 p.m

14. 1971
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University
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Welif Murray
United,318 irvan Ave.
Morning Worship
10:50a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m. Evening Worship
7 p.m
Union Grove
United, New Concord
Morning Worship
10:500.M. Sunday School
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m. Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10 a.m.
10:40 a.m. Sunday School
Worship
Services
11 a.m., 7:30
Evening Service
6p.m.
m.
New Concord
Morning Service
First Assembly Of God
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m. Worship Services
11 am.,7.30
pm.
Pkisant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
P•rn

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

t

Nazarene

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Sinking Wings
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Meimorial Baptist
fling Worship
10:50 a.m.
iling Worship
6.:30 p.m.
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10 a.m.
Morning Worship
Jehovah's Witnesses
11 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
Watchtower
First Methodist
•
9.30 a m.
Bible Lecture
Worship
5:455. 10:50a.m.
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m. Worship Services 11 a.m , 7 p.m
Morning WorShip
11 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10'1Sa m.
Goshen Methodist
Morning
Worship
9:15 a.m.
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m 2nd '& 4th • - Immanuel Lutheran
Sundays
9 15a m
Sunday School
Lynn Grove
Morning Worship
10 30a m
Worship service at 9:45 a.m 1st
Seventh Day Adventist
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Sunday
Sunday, 10- 45 a.m

neighbors will become and how easy it is to keep them good.
That road hog who cuts in front of your car - that boss who cuts down your best efforts
— that show off who cuts up at parties. Sure they're thoughtless and careless. But patience•
could easily turn them into good neighbors. Belief in the Almighty's Presence and Plan
will soften your hard hne with understanding. Belief in America and democratic ideals will
give you strength to forebear. Belief in other people will make you a good neighbor.
So, as we move in for a closer look at the moon, maybe we ought to take a Closer
100k at the folks nest door. It's a good way to make, and keep good neighbors.
You'll get the idea at your place of worship this week.

4th

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
On
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An investment in Your Future
.
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TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

Moore

IIIMIWRITER
The Businenenan's Choice

403 aloft.
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-For Mon yew linnet is, Mere wil mir keel It Ass"

i iM.;linnii6:,..:, ,, ,i*.ii
Ph. 713-30113

Am 7.34387
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Capitol Transmission
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"Transmissions are our business...
Not a side line

FOf
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This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

Benjamin

1210 Main

IL i

A
.ii•i••

tiro,
ts.....,,
e.,
,
,,i

Fine Printing

No. 1—Paris, Tenn.
Ph. 54214151

Murray, Kentucky

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirlonnl
Phone 753 3037
118 South 12th

-

No.2—Murray,Ky.
.
Ph. 753-9730

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Sue & Ch'
, arlies Restaurant
,
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

Dunn TV & Appliance

COMMERCIAL

On Hwy.seat Aurora
Phone 474-2202
- .....

RESIDENTIAL

sandiass

S
el So. 4th

Phone 753-1675

•

111
Complimeonts of

Take Your Children
To Church ...
Don't Send Them

Peoples Bank f Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service- Member FDIC
500. Main
Phonk 753 3231
Branch Office So. 121h & .Story - 753 6655

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

American
Cain &Trees Motor Sales

1415 Main Street

®0p p0 w(-ti
.

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham SendwichS
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101.

Shirley Florist

Hutson

Chemical Co., Inc.

Gram Division
K W. (hal 111:1. S ila
Holmes Ellis. N1:,
I)ii , • i.1112:.%

Colonial

House

Smorgasbord

it..-....
Flowers for All Occasions
2.
Member F.T.D.
I)V,1. )
753-3351,,
502 N. 4th St.

"For All Your Feulilirer Needs"
' l'horn. 7.4
NillIT.o. Is. \

19.13

A Choice Selection oi Relishes - Salads Meats
- Vegetable and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays
Hwy, 641 Nut,
Phone 753 2V00

Murray Livestock Co.

Palace Drive-In

HOGS BOUGHT

Phone 753-7910

,
DAILY

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner
Jas D. Cloplon - Div.

Southside Restaurant

Freed Cothom Co., Inc.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish -1111. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily • tongue. Ream Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3802
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Heating . Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
7').1 4832

Moil,

Boone's incorpo rated

Storey's Food Giant

The cleaner That's interested In Tee

Bel Air Shopping Center

a
Randy

Thornton Service Co.

Trenholm's Drive-In

Air Conditiening-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
1
Service Through Knowledge
...Phone 753 8181

60.1•.Chestnut

r.

MrMrs
Wm. A. Jones,owners
a.
drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
5055. 4th

•

*

Hervey Penny Chicken • Pizza • Spaghetti
Free Delivery an Orders of $2.1111-er Mors
12th & Chestnut '
Mom, 753 2997
.
.. . . .
... .. „.—

-

}Block E. of S 12th

iI A

Claude VaughnPlumbing, Heat,,,i and Air Conditioning
Commercial and R. ,,i,,ntial —Sales & Service
Repa•rs it Irst.i, 'lion -.7 Aim a sew.,

.

Plumr_25316161.

Free Plck-Up and Delivery
Open 6:08 a.m. • Close 12:01 p.m.
South 12th Street — Phone 753-9131

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 So. 5th

Susie's Cafe

South 2nd St

Murray

National Hotel Building

eh. 751-3571

mimmwillwr

Complete Service Shop
718 Sithilli MI
"ut,PAY

N. ett.

641 Super Shell

riI It:
-

°Il
0
•

PRODUCTS
(
215I) DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF
Tires—Batteries—Accessories

Evinrude- Glastron—Tidecraft
Poiarxraft—Siarc raft—Boat Campers

501

SERVING MURRAY & cALLOwAT
COUNTY SINCE 1950
—1,way Business Radio Installation & Service
—Aerotron Sales & Service
Ph. 753-5191
Chestnut St.
Dixieland Center

Pfhale 7:13 51J12

Phone 753 1489

Murray Sport & Marine

Bob's TV Service

Lovett Bros.

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

OUTBOARD MOTORS DEALER
Fiberglass a Aluminum Boat Repairs
' SALES & SERVICE
W. End Eggner's Ferry, US 68
Ph 474-2341
Aurora

West .Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

:in. w 711.,c l'hotit. 73
:17,
Carroll Tire Service

KENTUCKY

and Mack
Mack
AUTHORIZEDMERCURY

Your Midden MMers Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Seating Supplies
Phone 7S3 3734
, 94 E. at Murray Bait Ce.

Residential - Comme.c•al Farm — Building Lots
Buying • Setting
Leasing
and Lake Property
"21

ganal -,-Syca,note
MURRAY.
Ph. 753-7793

ayno Darnell Outboard Marine

Guy Spann . .
Real Estate Agency

-

UM Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 153-5334

81h .it Cht.sttill.

K-N „Root _Dm ,,,„....g.

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"

Ambassador- Hornet. Matador- Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phonr. 753 644H
Fly(' Points

Five Points

Phone 753-72ffi

_Custommade

Phone 753-5209

Kottlidul Nei Chiang

Bowling At Its Seel — Fine Feed

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Shady Oaks
Mayfield Hwy. 121

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

torvette Lanes, Inc.

'Mu ANDREwS YOUR HOST
- Sandwiches
RIbeyPlats
Stooks - Chimps • Seafood
Steak
Specials: Men, Sirloin Sleek - Tim.,
Wad, Gretang,Siriein • Thurs, Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 Call ln Orders to 753-4419

Mobil. Horne Courts

'Massey-Ferguson Sales a dService
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

VU

Grecian Steak House

Kentucky

Ward -Elkins
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 I , 13
403 Maple

Lake

Oil Company

sagu Jobbers of Shell Oil Products
v
M.urtha.y, and Mayf ield

111

..r.,.....:-. Complete Auto Repair
/411111110

,i.

GEORGE DOWDY, OWNER

it

I G0
101 4. Ith

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
.
'

Ph

153

Mill

Serving Farm Famines Since .9014
Phone 753.2924
Industrial Road
\mom

,rr

1

44.

411.

•
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City Council..•

Several Cases Are
Recorded In The
County Court Files

PAGE NINE

Triumph adds 'Stag'
to its sportscar lineup

(alatinggd from Page 1)

districts, he said that the those fireMen to attend the school at
on to eliminate the watershed the cost of $60.00 per man. ExCases have been disposed of in program which brought to a halt penses of Chief Cooper will be
the Calloway County Court of the plans of the Engineers to handled by the school. Chief
Cooper was lauded by Allbritten
1938 Chevrolet, for example, is
Judge Robert 0. Miller during clear the channel.
By JEFF CUSHING
Place.
only worth about $300, but a
Power for the Stag comes in a
the past week and have been Dr. Kopperud said that a public for being named as an instructor..
Copley News Service
three-liter v-8 rated., at 145
1948 MG could bring $3,000.
placed on the court records. They hearing is planned with the New chairs will be purchased
Engineers and it is hoped th'ai or Fire Station Number Two on
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. — horsepower. The engine is of
are is follows:
Q. It is getting impossible for
British Leyland must be single overhead camshaft
Dwain Spencer—An order of U. from this public hearing the South Sixteenth.
me to tell the difference beS. District Court for Western cooperation of the boards of H. Glen Doran resigned from convinced that there is security design and is basically an
tween the different kinds of
District of Kentucky, dated April directors of the two watershed his position on the Murray- in numbers, judging from the updated — and twice as large
tires now available. I need
8, 1971, having been served on districts will be forthcoming, so caBoway County Airport Board. varied auto line up now — version of the V-4 used by
tires, but I've been holding
Calloway Quarterly Court and that the channel can be "cleared E. J. Haverstock was named to -available on this side of the Saab of Sweden.
There
is
a
long
snagged".
list
of
up, hoping to locate some defistanand
Atlantic.
order
Court
him.
replace
said Federal
nitive information on the
He pointed out that ap- Allbritten reported that conAnything from the mini- dard equipment for the Stag,
provided for return of film
subject. Can you help me?
heretofore seized and in proximately $600,000 is lost an- sulting engineers have met with priced Austin America at less including wire wheels, radial
tires, power brakes — discs in
P.K., Calif.
possession of this Court, and nually through flooding of farm the Murray-Calloway County than $2,000 on up to the new
front, and an interesting fully
A. The big news in tire
Federal Court having found said lands along the river. The Hospital and that three plans for Jaguar XICE V-11at more than adjustable steering wheel.
development, of course, is the
film was seized prior to the proposed channel work would expansion of the hospital are $7,000, can be found at your
Comfort, not performance, is
so-called "belted" tire that
holding of a "required advasary prevent the flooding of about being studied. The plan calls for local.EtL dealership.
the key word with the Stag. An
features a fiber-glass belt for
One
of
bestBritish
Leyland's
posed
pr
e
o
s
6,000
Theacr
being
court
and
Judicial hearing"
the addition of thirty hospital selling lines is the
extremely elegant interior is
added
strength and reduced
Triumph.
annually"clearing
and
beds with all
well and sufficiently advised,
to be
pleasing to look at and sit in.
squirm at high speeds. And
snagging" work would extend handled by thefinancing
hospital from The little Spitfire is almost a With its standard power
upon motion of the Comradial-ply tires have been
legend by now and .the
monwealth, the charge of &ow the large bridge on the New profits.
available here for some time
ubiquitous TR series has a steering and optional threeConcord
Highway
to
the
main
"Exhibiting an obscene movie"
New street signs were reputation a mile long.
speed automatic transmission,
now. If you do any high-speed
against the defendant, Dwain stem of the river in McCracken displayed at the council meeting.
the Stag will glide effortlessly
driving,
stay away from cheap,
Now
thtre
is
one
more
Spencer,is ordered dismissed, on County, a distance of 83 miles. The signs are products of thel-M Triumph to choose from: the at 100 miles an hour all day
bottom-of-the-line tires. They
aid
Kopperud
that
Dt-.
1
theonly
company and can be made by Stag.
April 9, 1971.
long.
may be safe as long as the tire
of the Office of
Margaret Reeder, Murray, CUSS to llie Watershed Districts city personnel. The city presently
LIONS MEETING — Otis H. Erwin,
There is, however, a disassobody stays strong, but these
The
Stag
will
not
replace
any
yearly
maintenance spends about $1,000 a year on model in the current Triumph ciation with the world outside
Development Services and Business Research of the University
public drunkenness, fined $10.00 would be a
tires wear out readily. Ftadhalcost of $23,000. The council apof Kentucky, was guest speaker at the regular Tuesday meeting
as you zip along the highway.
ply tires are extremely safe
street signs.
costs $18.50; State Police.
line
up.
Instead
it
becomes
the
of the Mayfield Lions Club. Erwin spoke on the management
and can make your vehicle
Sammy S. English, Benton, proved the resolution requesting Councilman Koenan reported top-of-the-line car and it is There is no noise, no vibration,
endorsing
the
assistance program being offered by the office. Thellprvice Is
and
work. A „ three traffic congested areas intended not fnr those who love no unpleasantries associated
track like a race car, but
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
designed to increase efficiency for small firms unable W obtain
similar resolution has been ap- which should be watched. He seat-of-the-pints driving so with most sportscars.
are also quite expensive.
$18.50; State Police.
the services of a professional consultant. The service Is confidenThose who are looking for a
dealer will be glad to
Donald Williams, Memphis, proved by the, Fiscal Court, the listed these as North Tenth and much as it it for drivers who
tial and Is offered without charge to small businesses.
the various types of tires.
Tenn., fishing without a license, Murray Rotary Club and the Chestnut, the four way stop at prefer effortless comfortable luxurious touring car that is
somewhat "sporty" may be
if you get no satisfaction at
(MESSENGER PHOTO)
fined $15.00 costs $18.50; Murray Chamber of Commerce. Fourth and Chestnut and the cruising.
end, try the tire manuftleAt $5,525 port of entry, the inclined toward the Stag. But
nt of Fish and Wildlife. Councilman Heron West asked school crossing area at Vine and
hirers; most of them have
Stag is the most expensive those' who prefer a sporty car
Max Lance, Vincennes, Ind., for... Council approval of three South 12th.
brochures on the subject.
driving while intoxicated, fined motions as follows: 1. Allow the Bids will be received on one Triumph you can buy in the for touring that is somewhat
United States. It is classed as a luxurious will most likely look
$100.00 costs $13.50; State Police. Water di Sewer System to ad- new police car.
If you have a question about
Raymond Cecil, Murray, verti.se for bids for construction The one-way regulation on 2-plus-2 convertible, which elsewhere. There are a lot of
your car, motorcycle or
of the new Southwest Interceptor iNorth Eighth between Math and means you can carry two other cars around, including
(UPI
YORK
NEW
intoxicated,
)—The
while
driving
charged,
Several persons were
recreational vehicle, write to
Sewer; 2. Give the system Olive will be changed when passengers in the back seat as the TR-6, for a lot less cash.
entered pleas of guilty, and were market opened narrowly higher amended to reckless driving,
MOTORWAYS, Copley News
long
as
they
are
to
under
four
authority
condemn
feet
property
fined $100.00 costs $13.50; State
school is over, back to a two way
fined in the City Court of William in moderate trading today.
Q. Is there much money to be
Service, P.O. Box 190, San
for easements for the sewer line street. It was pointed out that tall, and there is an optional
Analysts generally believed Police.
Donald Overbey on Friday, May
Diego, Calif. 92112f Sorry,
where an agreement cannot be since the new Murray High detachable hardtop for another made in the classic car game? I
7, and Monday, May 10. Records the market is consolidating the Bobby Joe Causey,- 50i Pine
see old cars and rare models
volume of mail does not permit
$200.
(this
reached
involves
possibly
of
sharp
gains
the
prolonged
Street, Murray, speeding, fined
School will be open on Doran
show the following occurred:
personal replies.
The Stag has some for- advertised in magazines and in
two
tracts
of
land);
and
3.
Allow
Road next fall, the streets around midable opposition. There is my newspaper at quite high
Ricky Paul Norsworthy, bull market. Many expected $10.00 costs $18.50; Sheriff.
reckless driving, no state- in- trading to move within .a Michael. Kirks, Dexter Route $300. from the construction fund the school will no longer be the-Alfa Romeo 1750 OTV-and: -prices. A Model A Ford coupe LEGAL ERROR
spection sticker, fined $20.00 narrow range for the short- One, speeding, costs of $18.50 for the interceptor to be applied congested by parked cars which Porsche 911T to name two foes. was listed for $2,000. Heck,
NOTTINGHAM,• England
Murray High But British LeYland feels it has when:I bought mine new in 1929 UM—Adrian Shepherd, 20,
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; to the salary of Ronnie Foster, are used by
costs $10.00.
employee.
system
The
latter students.
.
L. D. Miller, no Kentucky in- Shortly after the opening the State Police.
enough "tricks" up the Stag's it only cost me $900. J.C.,411. and his girl friund, Christine
spection sticker, fined $10.00 Dow Jones industrial average Terry Taylor, Jasper, Tenn., motion means that part of Al Hicks, LaDon Cross and sleeve to attract buyers.
A. If you really know what Roberts, 18, wei'e making up
of 30 selected blue chips had fishing without a license, fined Foster's salary would come from John Davis were introduced .by
costs $10.00.
One of the Stag's Most unique
you're, doing. and can spot a after an argument, kissing and
the
construction
fund
rather
than
Jerry W. Love, driving while gained 0.28 to 936.62. Advances $15.00 costs $18.50; Department
potential classic model, yes, cuddling in a store doorway.
Ken Barber as members of Alpha features is a heavily padded
from the systems funds.
intoxicated, amended to reckless led declines, 150 to 124, among of Fish and Wildlife.
you can make money. One
Phi Alpha fraternity, who will roll bar arrangement in the
But their embraces were so
driving,fined $100.00 costs $10.00. the 394 issues traded.
Carol Ann Henderson, con- All three motions were ap work On a recreation project in shape of a "T." The bar is an
fellow I know purchased a energetic two passing policeproved.
This
interceptor
wouk
Tucker,
public In the steels U.S.,Steel eased cealing, disposing of, and
Lonnie
the Douglas Community during extension of the door pillars classic Ferrari. roadster for
fighting
1
2. removing mortgaged property follow the Clark's River anc the summer. Hicks is president and the front-to-rear section $2,000, threw a coat of paint on men thought they were
drunkenness, given three days in % to 34, Bethlehem ks to 23/
Armco remained unchanged at from state of Kentucky; on provide sewerage service fot and Cross is secretary; of the connects the crosspiece to the it and sold it for $6,000 a week and arrested Shephard for
jaiL
disorderly conduct.
later.
Greg C. Turner, improper 20%.
motion of Commonwealth, areas on the south side of the city fraternity. They will coordinate windshield.
A Nottingham judge cleared
The result is an extremely
But it is just as easy to get
registration, fined $10.00 costs Fractional losers among the represented by County Attorney, Councilman Allbritten reported their activities with Barry
motor issues included Ford off Sid Easley, charge reduced to that the specifications for the new Polston, City Recreational rigid body. There is no in- stung. Remember that just him of the charge Thursday
$10.00.
terference with the convertible because a car is old, it doesn't after he explained what they
Todd,
public % to 65%, Chrysler 1,4 to 29%, disorderly conduct, to which ladder truck and the new pumper Director.
Tommy
top
'or the optional hardtop in mean it is worth anything. A were doing.
state
by
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs American Motors 41 to 6%. defendant entered plea of guilty 'had been approved
General Motors slipped 1 to by her counsel, Harold Hurt; authorities. The ladder trues will
$10.00.
be.purchased complete, however
Joe Wilson, public drunken- 8Mia.
fined $150.00 costs $13.50.
Du Pont slipped 1 to 145, James Tyler, Murray, before the city will purchase the chassis
,nays, give= two days In
Michael Dodd Gurley, im- Union Carbide 14 to 49%, Dow court charged with sale of for the pumper and have the
proper registration, fined $10.00 % to 97% and Eastman Kodak alcoholic beverages in local pumper body installed on the
V4 to 81%.
costs $10.00.
option territory and possession of chassis. Authority was granted to
John
Barlow
Pritchett, Fractional gainers in the alcoholic beverages for purpose ask for bids for the chassis which
reckless driving, fined $10.00 airline group included Pan of sale in local option territory, will be bought locally.
American ½ to 18%, American represented by Ed Overbey, locally.
costs $10.00.
Durward Bennett, no in- % to 33%, and KLM % to 65. entered plea of guilty to charge of The annual fire school will be
spection sticker, fined $10.00 Flying Tiger lost % to 46%, possession; order and judgment held in Lexington, Kentucky on
Trans World % to 31%.
costs $10.00.
of court that defendant pay fine of June 6 with Fire Chief Jackie
Danny Ed Parrish, un- Losers in the electronics $100.00 and costs on said charge Cooper being one of the innecessary noise, fined $20.00 included General Electric % to and that he serve sixty days in structors. The city will send two
121%, Westinghouse % to 89%, County Jail at hard labor; sencosts $10.00.
Kenneth J. Tully, driving while RCA Vs to 38, IBM 1% to 339, tence suspended on condition that
intoxicated, amended to reckless and Control Data 1,4 to 69/
1
2.
he not traffic in alcoholic
driving,fined $100.00 costs $10.00.
beverages for period of one year
Madge Alexander, driving
to date, and it is further ordered
while Intoxicated, fined $100.00
and adjudged that said defendant
costs $10.00.
execute bond for good behavior
Rex Sins, public drunkenness,
as to alcoholic beverages in sum
seven weekends in jail, four
of $500.00 and one year by apMurray State University art
weekends suspended.
Funeral services for Bob proved surety; defendant paid
Lonnie
Tucker,
public Grogan, retired farmer, age 96, fine and executed bond, no capias students under the direction of
drunkenness, three days in jail. were held today at three p.m. at issued, and upon motion of Marcia A. Durrant, printmaking
professor, are presenting a print
Stanley King, speeding, fined
,the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Commonwealth the charge of exhibition at
the
$20.00 costs $10.00.
Funeral Home with Hollis Miller "sale of alcoholic beverages in Arts Foundation Contemporary
in Oklahoma
local option territory" is
and John Dale officiating.
CIty, Oklahoma.
Buy any specially-equipped
Chrysler-Plymouth puts a lot of
Specially equipped? That )
dismissed.
grandsons
Pallbearers, all
care into the building and engimeans ordering your Fury V-8 with
Plymouth
Fury
V-8
and
we
Dale
Futrell
and
Donnie
Boyd,
The Murray State University
were Eddie Lee Grogan, Michael
neering of their cars. And when
the popular kind of equipment
can offer you the
Grogan, Isaac Grogan, Richard Itaking deer out of seagon, each Art Exhibition, representing
you've got a good product, you go
you'd probably order anyway.
automatic transmon free.
From The
Grogan, Charles Hoke, and Gary fined $100.00 costs $13.50, and approximately 40 prints by 15
out of your way to get people to
Powersteering, power front disc
each
sentenced
to
thirty
days
in
artists,
will be on display for one
Grogan. Burial was in the
buy it.
brakes, Chrysler Airtemp air conMurray Cemetery with the County Jail at hard labor, month ending Jme 1. The exhibit
They're doing that by not chargditioning, AM radio, vinyl roof,
arrangements by the J. H suspended on condition that they will include priM in the intaglio,
ing _us for automatic transmissions
white sidewalls and more.
not
violate
game
laws
for
a
lighographic,
and
Home.
serigraphiC
on specially-equipped Furys. So
By United Press lateraatianal Churchill Funeral
period
of
one
year
from
this
date.
printing processes.
we can now offer you an automatic
WASHINGTON—Former Se- Mr. Grogan died Wednesday at
Irs law shaving f216.40'
transmission free.
cretary of State Dean Acheson, 9:40 a.m. at the Convalescent
off the sticker price.
The
exhibit
was
arranged by
Murray-Calloway
Division'of
the
criticizing a proposal by Senate
Miss
Durrrant
for
the
When
you can cut the equivatwofold
Leader Mike Mansfield to tie a County Hospital. He was a
purpose of exposing students to
lent of $216.40 off the sticker price
the
New
Concord
member
of
50 per cent troop reduction in
the professional art gallery while
of a sleek, roomy Fury V-8, you've
Europe to an extension 'of the Church of Christ and had been Federal State Market News at the same time helping to
got
a great deal going for you.
by
his
wife
in
death
preceded
Service May 14, 1971
." draft:
promote sales of their works.
Act oow.
Flora, on November 21, 1968. At Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Contributing artists,
See us.
"I think everybody has looked the time of her death they had Market Report Includes 10 from the freshman ranging
•Baissid on manufacturer's supto the
married
for
69
years.
been
forward to some
Buying Stations
mutual
graduate
level,
include
Flit,
M
edrTtail
automatic
f cf°
Claire
an;
reduction of
forces. But it Survivors are three daughters Receipts: Act. 1004 Est. 2600 Hampton, Jeanette
with standard V-11 angina
""
Cathey , Bob
would be absolutely asinine to Mrs. M. 0. Wrather and Mrs Barrows and Gilts some in- Dixon, Becky
Neathamer. Ann
reduce them unilaterally. If the Burton Young of Murray, and stances 50c hi mostly 25c hi Sews Marie Ludwig,
Cynthia Huff,
Russians want to talk troop Mrs. Leon Smith of Atlanta, Ga. steady
Chuck Roehm, Tim Lutz, Fred
reduction, we are ready to four sons, Leon, Melvin,and Cleo US 1-3 200-230 lbs $17.50-18.00; Miller, Phil
Wakeman, Jim
Grogan, all of Murray, and US 2-4 190-240 lbs 817.25-17.50;
talk."
Bobby R. Grogan of Frankfort US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $16.75-17.25; Montgomery, Marie Parham,
sister, Mrs. Eunice Grubbs of US 3-4 260-280 lbs $16.25-16.75; Lee Duggan,Kay Clevenger, and
Miss Durrant.
' NEW YORK—Jury Foreman Murray Route Five; sister-in- Sows
James Fox, explaining why his law, Mrs. George Grogan of US 1-2 270.350 lbs. 813.50-14.25;
panel acquitted
13 Black Murray; ten grandchildren;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.50-13.50; GRAVEL'S DAMAGE PLAN
panthers charged with con- great grandchildren.
US 3-3 450450 lbs. $11.50-12.50;
spiracy:
WASHINGTON
UPIi.,çPn.
CANADA JOBLESS RATE
"It (the conspiracy ) was not
Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, has
(UPI)—The unem- Introduced
OTTAWA
beyond a doubt. It was not
legislation to require
ployment rate in,Canada in April any utility or other
BAD FLOOD KILLS 37
proven."
organizatvn
nation's
1 11".," CHRYSLER
All 11401141/11D nsasne 1
TEGUCIGALPA,
Honduras was 7.8 per cent of the
seeking a license for a nuilpar
TA
,
.41,046 [414014i
Figured
force.
work
million
8.39
( UPI)—The Army said Thursreactor to bear unlinutpii
basis,
it
adjusted
seasonally
LONDON—Conservative Par- day 37 members of the on a
liability for damage r rain is
highest rate in 10 years. resulting from any
ty Chairman Peter Thomas, Presidential Honor Guard have was the
accidents
P/45
kxpressing unhappiness because died in the last three days after The actual percentage was Current law limits
Hcrwevfrom
March.
hanged
bf losses to the Labor Party in eating food that was sprayed r, unemployment usually drops liability to $560 million
with an insecticide.
•
said the Atomic Energy (.,41
local government elections:
arply in April.
has estimated tot
"Naturally, I am disappoint- Forty other soldiers were in
Unemployment was more mission
d. but, of course, we knew grave condition at Tegucigalpa frequent among persons under 2$ damage from a single mu Hir
tht Arm
osion might PMak,
, laborIcouldbe bound to regain General Hospital,
awn..
year
billion.
— piny seats
Provinces.
1113- S.-WM Skeet —Mousy,%ye.--
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SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK
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Calloway County, Kentucky
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME:

The world and they that dwell therein
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WHEREAS, through the ages man has been conscious of
the need to give thanks to Almighty God for His bountiful
blessings; and
WHEREAS, in the spring, when the fields are becoming
green and there is promise of a good harvest, prayers and
processions to the fields are a reminder to feeble man to turn
with humility and confidence to the Giver of all good; and
WHEREAS,it is a custom of old to implore the mercy of
God during Rogation days to give to the plants of the field an
Increase; and
WHEREAS, during this period the Soil and Water Conservation Districts of America are sponsoring SOIL
STEWARDSHIP WEEK in cooperation with the churches;
and
WHEREAS, the Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky has proclaimed the period beginning with Rogation
Simday, May 18, 1971, and continuing through May 23, 1971,
as Soil Stewardship Week,
NOW, THEREFORE, I Robert 0. Miller Judge of the
County of Calloway do call upon all citizens of Calloway
County to observe the period of May 16 - May 23 inclusive as
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oi •
whatever

the issue, the extremists are always with us. Those who
ILE
forecast the environmental decline of civilization into a kind of planetary
!looze signalling doomsday (popularly and curiously by the year 2000), are
limeither oracles of small faith or completely insensitive to man's aod-given
mission and. capabilities. Society often moves with exasperating slowness,
but man is neither witless nor inclined to subniit meekly to the threat of his
own extinction, For all our environmental sins of omission and commission,
we ore not ready to be consigned to oblivion..
Consider some of the emerging signs of hope.
There is quite clearly a spreading spirit of stewardship abroad in
the land. The will to act for the environment is being translated, in place
after place, into actin in fact.
We know more about the basic environmental issues today and
there is a wider understanding of their importance to the future of mankind
Care for the physical fundamentals of life has not only become a national
purpose; it is attaining international recognition as well.
Environmental goals are being established, not in sweeping
generalities, but sensibly part by part, ineasureable and manageable. At
home , for example, there are water quality standards foe our rivers, mile by
mile, and air quality standards, region by region. Internationally, there is a
beginning with agreements to protect the salmon. Discussions are underway
aimed at more rational treatment of the world's oceans,including the ocean
fr.
floors and other resources.
The schools of the United States are beginning to integrate
environmental education into their teaching systems, though this progressive
movement still has far to go.

and request all persons and religious organizations to unite
in an effort during this period to offer supplications to God for
the promise of a bountiful harvest and to ask for continued
More than 3,000 commotion districts, with over 18,000'local
officials, are broadening their programs to include a variety of environmental
benefits in addition to the traditional work for soil and water conservation
on farms and ranches.
The key problems of population growth and concentration have
been moved to the forefront of concern and debate.
In the midst of our deepening concern about the state of our
renewable natural resources, new and belated attention is being directed to
the accelerating consumption of the world's non-renewable resources,
especially the metals, .which are so crucial to the functioning of all
industrialized nations.
Agricultural technology, including plant genetics, livestock breeding, mechanization, and the wider use of land capability information derived
from soil surveys, is continuing its advances.
There is the clear prospect we may have begun the re-ordering of
our values to place greater emphasis on individual dignity and community
quality. It is- even possible we are approaching the threshhold of the next,
giant stride forward in the stewardship of God's realm: the -charting of a
global system of ecology whereby we undertake as savants of the Lord to
devise a better relationship between the earth, the fulness thereof, the world,
and they that dwell therein.

blessings from our fertile fields; and further urge /loll
Conservation District Supervisors to increase their efforts in
offering wholehearted assistance to the churches in reaching
the greatest number of citizens in our County on this occasion.
Done at Murray,Calloway Co. Kentucky this the 29th day
of April in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
and seventy-one.
Robert Miller
Judge of Calloway County

SOIL STEWARDSHIP WEEK
May 1643, 1971
Sod Stewardship Week, a nationwide observance which
places emphasis on man's obligation to God as stewards of
the soil, water, and other related resources, will be
celebrated locally, May 18-23, according to Lowell Palmer,
Chairman, Calloway County Soil Conservation District.
The World and They that Dwell Therein", the theme of
this year's observance, underscores the responsibility which
each citizen has in dealing forthrightly with current issues
involving stewardship of renewable natural resources. The
Calloway County Soil Conservation District and some 30110
companion Districts throughout the nation, along with their
State and National Associations are sponsoring the event for
the 17th consecutive year.
One of the local events designed to encourage widespread
recognition of Soil Stewardship Week is a radio devotional
each day during Soil Stewardship Week at 6:15 a.m. on
WNBS The following ministers will speak:
Monday-Coy Garrett-Martins Chapel and Good Shepard
Methodist Church
'Tuesday-Presley Scott-Green Plain (lurch of Christ
Wednesday-Ed Glover-North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian
Thursday-James Bean-Salem Baptist Church
Friday-Johnny Dale-New Providence Church of Christ.
The Calloway County Soil Conservation District has.
distributedto churches of all faiths, booklets, created particularly for this years observance.
Supervisors of the Calloway County Soil Conservation
District are Lowell Palmer, Harvey Ellis, Marvin Hill,
Clifford White, and 0. A. Bogard,

PEIER I 5,6
'"Make every effort-to supplement your fartb with virtue, and virtue with
knowledge, and knowledge with self control.."

LUKE 624
''But alas for you who are rich- you are bavmg your consolation now."
„ LUKE 12:23
"bar life means more than food, and the body more than clothing."

CORIN7111.4NS 81
"Knowledge puffs up but love builds up "

Whose Environment?

Why does a man enlist in a cause and commit himself to strive,
sacrifice, and contend for its objectives? The reasons may be patriotic or
political, economic or moral. It may be a matter of protection against harm,
a desire to win esteem in the eyes of friends and neighbors, or simply a need
for selfexpression. Enlisting In the environmental cause would satisfy all
these motives and more, for no other IS at once so pervasive and so personal
Tbe earth is the Lord's, as we know, and as His stewards we are
responsible for the condition of the resources in ow charge. What you and I
are willing to do in fulfillment of this responsibility will help determine the
state of our environment, for better or worse It may even influence whether
we will have, in the end, a new world or no world.
There are those among us who care, and those who don't Those
who care for themselves, their families and their communities are men and
women who inescapably care about thick natural surroundings - their
environment.
They have opinions and goals. l'hey find the time to learn the
facts, join with neighbors, and act. Above all, they make their voices heard
and their votes felt.
The environment is not a lofty generality, distant and unreal. It is
your front yard or sidewalk, your road or. street, your air and woks,It is the
character of your town, the location of new housing in your county, and the
condition,of your parks and forests.
Are your streets and roadsides littered with trash? Does the school
have useful, well-kept grounds? Does a sprawling junkyard deface the
landscape? Has your river become a flowing sewer? Does your planning
board use soil capability information? Are zoning decisions changed every
six months? Do your woodlands have fire protection? layout valley subject
to floods? Are factories taking over most of the prime farm land of the
county?
These are questions concerning your environment. Men and
women who care know the answers to these questions and dozens more.
Equally important, they are learning the importance of action where they
live. They are coning to grips with problems they can we and deal with.
Through their conservation districts, farm organizations, labor unions.
churches, women's dubs, chambers of commerce, and civic organisations
they are seeking and gettinpiction by their city councils and county officials
- and where necessary by state and federal legislatures.
Anywhere you look and breathe, the environment is yours. Not
sonitiody else's.
The Phteent World
Treading the long road from primitive times, man has forged
steadily upward under God. In place of endless want, he has endeavored to
provide plenty. In place of squalor, he has searched for beauty. In place of
grinding drudgery, he has sought dignity for his labor and some ease. After
generations marked by jeopardy, he has striven to find a share of security.
In some places, but not ill, he bas succeeded. ,
In the process- of thirupward-drive, inany'have come ctrbelievethat God's world is here, where we live, and not somewhere else. Men of
genuine religious conviction emphasize Chit they are functioning as
responsible stewatds under God and obeying' His will when they elevate
conservation • of resources and apply themselves to the care of their
surroundings.
We recognize that ran is created in God's image and has been
granted "dominion" over the rest of creation. This entails a continuing
responsibility fix husbandry and stewardship of God's gifts, and is not to be
interpreted ass license to exploit and squander.
In a basic sense, creation is a community. Our concern, therefore,
must comprehend each patt_of..,,it,, all other hying things within it, and in
what manner and continuity they constitute our surnalmlings. In this
setting, religion can scarcely be regarded strictly as an individual's relation to
God exclusive of his relations to others and to the community. Rather, it is
credible that salvation and fulfillment may be measured in terms of our
relationships with God and each other and our communities in our time,
including how well we have functioned together as stewards.
Care of the environment is a fundamental, ethical consideration as
well as a political and scientific issue.

"The earth is the Lordls, and the fulness thertof, the world, and they that dwell therein." - Psalm 24:1

This Advertisement Sponsored In The Interest Of The Stewardship Of Our Soil By The
BRANCHES
Fifth & Poplar
North 12th Street
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AVANTALDS
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL, ESTATE FOR SALE

SMICES OFFEREI),

HOUSE FOR SALE

aEAL ESTATE Far sug REAL ESTATE FOR SALE _ SEAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE VW_ SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

MUSIC LESSONS STARTING
IMMEDIATELY!

If you like antique green this house is for YOU!
All built-in kitclien, family room, study pannelled in antique green. Matching brick
fireplace. Entrance, living room, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths (one with double lavatories and mirrors).
Paveddrive, double garage, utility. Central heat
and air, carpeted, all drapes stay. City school
district, two blocks from new high school. 1702
Audubon Dr., 753-8459, upper twenties. Appointment only please.

Mandolin - Classic Guitar - Country
Fiddle - Banjo

By JOSEPH L MYLER
WASHINGTON (UPI) *Poor old Dad.
He "is no longer king M his
castle," says Prof. E.E. Le
Masters. "There has been a
palace revolution."
LeMasters, a University of
Wisconsin sociologist, makes
.,this pronouncement in the
::United Nations quarterly, 1m.
.:pact of Science on Society.
''' The entire issue is devoted
::to articles about The Embat':tled Human Male". According
t. LeMasters, "_the dominant
father model is neither practical nor functional in contemporary societz and is tendto disappear.
"We see the embattles;
s:father struggling to maintain
his self-image in the face of an
aggressive wife-mother and a
powerful
peer
adolescent
group"LeMasters writes.
"If
' he turns to television
for relief, his ego will be additionally assaulted by programs
in which women and children
consistently outwit fathers, for
, advertisers slant their programs
in favor of women because
about 80 per cent of family
pirelmses are made by the
wife-mother."

hove
"Fathers in

modern so-

CANTERBURY ESTATES IS CALLING. One of the finest homes in Murray. Two story,'
four bedrooms, two baths and two car garage. This house has beautiful quality carpet,
central heat and air and priced to sell. $36,000.00.
THREE BEDROOM BF.ICK VENEER AT 1620 Kirkwood Drive is in top-notch condition.
One and one half bath,large den, beautiful landscaping and priced to sell, $21,000.00. Seeing
Is believing.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE located on Coldwater Road-West, two miles
from Murray is available for immediate possession. Baseboard electric heat, two baths,
large utility room and den. One acre lot. Ready for easy and comfortable living. First come,
*.
first served for $24,000.00.

Cottage, located near
Murray on Snipe Creek,
Ky. Lake, across Bay from
Paradise Resort. Partially
furnished.

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER

_

STOP LOOKING! HERE'S THE HOUSE. 815 Sha Wa Circle, three bedrooms, huge den,
built-ins, garage. On 80x140 lot. Well worth the money. $24,250.00.

BEAUTIFUL LARGE
FRAME

PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENTS ONLY
Call . . .

Phone 753-3682

.Dear old Dad fades
as king of the roost

AUTOS FOR I

BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom
brick, 2/
1
2 miles from Murray.
Family room with fire-place,
built-in kitchen, two baths, patio
and garage, radiant heat. Many
special features to this lovely
home. Very reasonable. Phone
753-6624.
M14C

HOW DOES FAXON ROAD,ROUTE 3, 1114 miles East of Route 94 in a three bedroom brick
and frame house sound for country living? This house with twenty acres on a hard top :oad
Is too gbod of a deal to pass up for $21,000.00.

FULCHER'S TERMITE Control. FURNITURE REFINISHING.
Free inspection. Call collect All work guaranteed. Free
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247- pickup and delivery Free WATERFRONT YEAR round
estimate. Antique or natural home at Panorama Shores. Barn
6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247ciety," LeMasters continues, 4783.
M18C finish. Jerry McCoy,753style, two floors, three bedrooms,
"suffer from a common syq3045.
JunelOC two baths, family room, utility,
drome: they are starved for WILL DRAW house plans to suit
fire-places, sundeck,
love. One might say they ex- individual. Reasonable. Phone PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs two
ceiling. $29,500.00. By
cathedral
hibit chronic emotional malM14C rebuilt, refinished, restyled. owner. 436-2170 after 6 p.m M14P
753-3903.
nutrition."
tuning and repairs. Jetton di Dyer
LeMasters attributes Dad's WILL BABY-SIT with small child Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
decline as boss of the roost in
Monday through Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328- BY OWNER; three bedroom
large part to the Great De- in your home,
31. Phone 8522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m., brick house, fully carpeted, airpression of thee 1930s. "The Friday, beginning May
M14C (Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to conditioned, all built-in kitchen.
p.m.
after
4:30
7534075
father's position in the family
4:00 Saturday.
June 14C Landscaped. Also other special
deteriorated when he ceased to
attractions. Phone 753-7137. M15C
Transporters.
HOME
MOBILE
be the major breadwinner."
More recently his loss of Local and Nationwide. Insured,
THREE BEDROOM house on
dominance has been acceler- bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
ated by the women's liberation Homes. New Concord. Phone 436South 6th Street. Large living and
MlfC
incrvement arid by the-growing 2197or 4364515.
dining area - with,carpet and
imppFt on the family of its
drapes, 2 full baths, 1/2 basement,
Folks, our
adolescent members.
den, five closets including linen
STUD *SERVICE; small serbdite .
'Another sociologist, Prof. Toy Poodle.Phone 7$3-654.6. MLiC
closet. Three air conditioners,
John H. Gagnon of the State
garage, gas heat, shady, lot with
University of New York at WILL PROVIDE stud service for
garden plot in back yard. Shown
televisions
just
won't
Stony Brook, says in the same registered German Shepherd,
by appointment only. Phone 753issue that the male's superior from excelled dock. Phone 435M15C
break
13E19 or 753-3465.
down
fast
physical strength no longer car- 4301.
Ml5P
ries the weight it once did "in
enough to keep our
the world of work."
BEDROOM • brick.
sitting in my
serviceman busy. For THREE
Mechanization has made WILL DO baby
Dinette-kitchen combination.
M17C
436-5847.
home.
Phone
Physical strength less importAir-conditioned, new
dish
fast and honest TV
ant than it was before mawasher, large back porch, two
repair, call us. We
chines took over the more CARPETS CLEANED in your
car garage. On private lot. Phone
muscularly demanding chores home. New, safe, professional
M17P
753-5676.
use
genuine
parts
in
Free
rates.
Low
methods.
of humankind.
Mrs. Wilma Scott Heide. a estimates. Mayfield Carpet
all brands.
sociologist and a leader of the Cleaners. Call collect 247THREE BEDROOM brick; 3
women a liberation move.ment, 2456..
years old; carpeted throughout,
the notion that women
)patio, storm doors and windows
n't perform as well as men HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBET
plus screens, ideal for couple or
in most jobs.
Shop,open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
small family. Shown by apTuesday
through
Friday.
pointment only. Located at 1625
Central Shopping
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed
Catalina Drive. 753-3263. M31C
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c.
Center
Men's haircut. $1.00. HornTWO ACRES of land on paved
buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce
Located between
TFNC
road, one mile off 641 North, near
Street. Phone 753-7742
Roses and Kroger
Flint Church. Phone 753M I4C
1947.
_Thane

WE HAVE ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY'S finest farms, just one mile North of City
limits, all under good fence. Has large stock barn, nice house and other good out buildings.
93acres of fine land. You just don't find many farms like this one for sale.
AT 806 SOUTH 17TH. STREET, ALL MODERN three bedroom brick veneer. Central heat
and air, large family room, fine carpet, kitchen has all built-ins, there is a large utility
room,two baths. You must see to appreciate.$27,750.00.
•
EXTRA NICE HOME IN LYNN GROVE.This is a duplex on a real large lot. Keep a pony if
you Wm.One side has three bedrooms,living room, kithcen and utility room, family room
and bath. The other side has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath, breezeway and
double garage. $29,500.00.
ONE MILE EAST ON 94 HIGHWAY. Extra nice three bedroom brick veneer, living room,
large dining room, all carpet and large shop building in back. This is a good buy at
$16,1100.00. -

I

CURTIS-MATHES

ON FARRIS AVENUE,TWO BEDROOM Brick Veneer, real pretty. Has extra large family
room. This is a quiet dead end street. Fine for a retirement home and priced at only
$20,000.00.

I

TIRMIT119
Let Your Home

1P1011as
Are Poison

CURRENCY EVENTS bring these banknotes into the news.
They are 100-unit bills of thP West German, Dutch,
Swiss and Austrian nations involved in dollar crisis.

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . .. Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

fOld
thru
The

100 S. 13th.Street
Murray Ky
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nste
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce

Classified
Ads'
34-ti *PIM
•4 61

1.

BUMEll•RENHIIJE...

-

IN 1URKSEY, LARGE RANCH TYPE BRICK VENEER. Three bedrooms, three baths,
family room. This place has a nice beauty shop, ready for work. Kitchen all modern, double
carport, also has almost new shop building, size 28108 which has upstairs. Located on Pi
acre lot and priced at only $37,500.00.
WE HAVE FOUR REAL NICE COTTAGES in Panorama Shores. One in Lakeway Shores.
One at little Oaks. One on Patterson Point. One at Centeridge-Two at Green Valley. These
cottages range in price from $6,000.00 to 939,000.00. If you are looking for a summer home on
the lake or a year around home,just give us a call. I believe we have what you are looking
for.
NEED A REAL FINE FOUR BEDROOM home with full basement which has large family
room with fire-place, study and bath? Upstairs there is a living room, two baths, dining
three bedrooms, kitchen with all built-ins. Enjoy central heat and air-conditioning. Also a
large redwood deck. Call for an appointment to see this beauty
SEE THIS ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM brick veneer at 18th and Dodson Ave. Large
living room,kitchen, bath, carport and cyclone fence.. This house is priced right, $17,200.00.
83 ACRE FARM,NICE FRAME HOUSE,good tobacco barn, gpod stock barn,four or five
out buildings. Located 3/
1
2miles South West of Lynn Grove.
TWO MILES SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE,we have a 15 acre farm. Nice two bedroom frame
house, new pole barn. This place is priced at only $12,000.00. Better take a look, it won't last
to long.
ONE MILE FROM TOWN ON 121 South, we have a good two Bedroom frame, living room,
bath,garage,lot has over 300feet of Highway frontage.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER WITH BASEMENT down near the lake on Poplar
Springs Road Here is a good buy for someone who wants to be near the lake. Has 4 acre lot,
all wooded
WE HAVE 22 ACRES OF FINE developing land on 94 East, one Mile from Murray. Would
be a good place for trailer park. Also has many other possibilities.

Guy Spann Realty

PERSONALMES
POSTN1
!
Bs Rekbr•Hamm,

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
NITE PHONES:
Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725

Y`

Birthday of
ALFONSO XIII
list6 • 1941
Proclaimed Kim of Spain
On the Day of his Birth

061 VOLKSWAGEI
condition, recently oi
Phone 753-9746.

1489 BUICK ELEC1
vertible. Power steerin
windows and seats. Liar
Phone 436-5862 or 762-61
DUNE BUGGY; gr
black interior. Oval t
good shape. Phone 753-

1964 BUICK La.Sabre
hardtop, black, $425.t
Cinema, between 8 Li
A noon.Phone 753-9006.

1961 FALCON $50.00.
but needs rings. Phone',
9283. •
1961 CHEVROLET p
- cylkider 3 speed. Poor
after 5:00p.m.
MUSTANG
1965
VERTIBLE. Consider
or boat in trade. Pric
Phone 436-5570.

1965, CHEVELLE M.
Red, 327-4 barrel, 4 spe
*nice. Phone 436-2456
p.m.
NOTICE

4
be: -Ira

.."4
• LA (.14112 IMJA •
•_110
. .2SPAyillA

New Truck Soli

901 COLDWATER ROAD,A TWO FAMILY APARTMENT building on business lot 90x180.
Income $160.00 per month. Bargain at $12,250.00.

We wish to tha• nk all our
friends, neighbors, relatives and
everyone who helped at the time
of the death of our loved one,
Randall Raspberey. We are
especially grateful for the
prayers, food, flowers and
donations.
A very speclld thanks to Bro. B.
R. Winchester and Bro. BW
Johnson for their prayers and
words,
comforting
the
pallbearers organist, singers and
the Miller Funeral Home for their
services.
A special thanks to the Paris
Rescue Squad and especially to
Mr. Paul Snow and allivho had a
hand in rescuing our loved one.
May God bless each of you.
The family of Randall
1TP
Raspberry and Mother

May
17

'25.00 for Ei

WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A pretty house and a two acre wooded lot about Smiles from
Murray? If so, we have it, located 34 mile East of Locust Grove Church. Has two baths,
large family room three bedrooms, living room, all built-ins, and two car garage. Paved
road. Price $23,250.00.

753-5865

SERVICES OFFERED

Pay Salesmen

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1702 Calloway. This house has been reduced as
owner is being transferred. Large living room, carpet, garage, plenty of shade trees on
pretty lot. Price $21,000.00.

BY OWNER; Three bedroom
for Beginners I
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let house with carport. One year old.
Tuesday Evenings
completely cover your home Storm windows and doors,
with Reynolds weather tight electric heat. Lot size 80x180 Ft.
7:00-9:30
aliiminum siding. Also we do Exceptionally nice house for
June 15-August 3
soffitt and overhangs on brick., young family or older couple.
Enrollment limited
Storm windows & door, shutters Priced at only $15,700.00. Phone
to 20
and carports. Free estimates. 753-3903.
M14C
Call Garland's Aluminum SerDr. James T. Hayes Ica
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
CARD OF THANKS
53-2503 after 6:00p. Sedalia
328-8398.
Junel8C
SERVICES OFFERED

Chevrolet Will

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER LOCATED at 17th and Dodson. This house is extra
nice inside. Good carpet, has family room,living room,large corner lot. Take a look.
Price
$23,250.00.

TV Service
Center

Astrology Class

0

FOR COUNTRY LIVING,FIVK MILES East on Route 94 in Grove Heights. Three bedroom
brick,two baths,central heat and air, two car garage, built-in kitchen, den and living room.
On large lot. One of our better homes. $19,000.00.

Floyd Griffin, Mayfield,
Ky. Phone 247-4538 or 4365606.

TV REPAIR

TR

On x Ra - 753-8919
4
4
4
4
4

Spirits warning label
defeated in Maine

Jack Persall - 753-8961

Pastry tip

Spring weather brings on
"pastry fever." Ladies get
busy making tarts, pies,
Maine state legislature has puff pastries and the like
killed a bill which would have to accommodate the slew of
teas, luncheons and showers
required including health
that seem to blossom In
hazard warnings on all bottles this season.
To help your
McQueen as'Papillon'
of spirits sold in the state.
pastries "bloom" always
HOLLYWOOD (I PI)
Sponsors of the bill urged
have your oven preheated
S4ev0-•Mok.‘0.4.0-41414- rt.v -the that the betties should-carry- to-the-pepper-temperature.
. title role in the Win .1.er-soi .11 the following warning: -The... Cooled pastry• dough comHenri Charriere's French prison contents may be addicting .,r' ing into contact with oven
heat causes rapid air estor "PlpillOn,- for fili!!Li.1 ha blt-for ming.and injutioql t
ti-viiiiEr-colitributii
'in mill10i
•

to lightneu of texture in
the finished product.
T-shirts featuring cartoon
characters make perfect tea m ma tes for short or long pants
or knickers.
.
Sells rights
HOLLYWOOD ((III)
Joanna Barnes, author and acYou- arid has sold the right.
to her latest"novel, lhe tie
rautrib,7,40-soufirilipie-werri.production company.

TWO PARTY gara
Everything cheap. S
slide, toys. ladiet, me
girls clothing,(sununei
bicycle, household goc
filing cabinet, desk cot
miscellaneous. Heins. I
browse, Saturday, Ma
till 5:00. 1702 Audub
Keenland Subdivisioni
REDUCE EXCESS fl
• Flutdex. $1.69. Losl
Safely with Des-A-Ohi
Dyke
AUTOMOTIVE air-CO
tvmpressors. Rebuilt.
--tIM.IM"tcrggr-.1tRoute 3. Murray. • •

971

•
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get the Oh done
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS

FOR

SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

TRUCKS! TRUKS! TRIMS!
EASIEST PRICE.
Our lh ton Chevy Fleetside Pickup
Fleetside Wide Bed
6-Cylinder Pickup
As Low As

2,642

FOR SALE
AKC ST. BERNARD puppies, by
x-rayed show stud, Cham Yogi
L'Our's Son, $125-up Melody Ayre
Kennels area 901, 247-3345. M14P

Homes from '2,995'
Low as s195' Down

hevrolet Will
Pay Salesmen
25,00.for Each

1971

New Truck Sold!

Right n"ow, during our celebration of Chevrolet's 60th
Anniversary, we've got the totally tougher Chevy Fleetside
Pickup priced lower than ever. Loaded with the kind of
features that have always separated the Chevy Fleetside
from the ordinary pickup. Smooth-riding job-proved independent front suspension. Car and bo'dy double steel wall
construction. So bumps on the inside don't show on the
outside. Single piston caliper front disc brakes standard.
With most other trucks they're optional.-Higher intensity
Power-Beam headlights. Sounds like a lot? It is a lot.

See for yourself at Dwain- Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
The Chevy Fleetside Pickup $2,642.95.
It'll give you something to celebrate.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
,

Hwy. 641 South

Across From Uncle Jeff's

Come by and see our salesmen:
J. H. Nix - Charlie Jenkins - Mac Fitts
1961 VOLKSWAGEN, good
condition, recently overhauled.
Phone 753-9746.
M14C
1969 BUICK ELECTRA convertible. Power steering, brakes,
windows and seats. Low mileage.
Phone 436-5862 or 7624196. M18C
DUNE BUGGY; green with
black interior. Oval tires. Real
good shape. Phone 753-7753. M17C
1964 BUICK LaSabre four door
hardtop, black, $425.00. Salem
Cinema, between 8 a.m. and 12
M17C
noon. Phone 753-9808.
1961 FALCON $50.00. Will run,
but needs rings. Phone 753Ml7C
9283.
1961 CHEVROLET pick-up, -6
cylioder 3 speed. Phone 753-9974
M1SC
after 5:00p.m.

- HELP WANTED

Experienced
MECHANICS
Prefer Volkswagen
experience, but not
necessary. Good pay,
good working
conditions. Many
fringe benefits. Apply
in person, no phone
calls‘please.
Midway, _

Volkswagen
Mineral Wells Ave.
Paris, Tenn.

CONMUSTANG
1965
VERTIBLE. Consider older car
or boat in trade. Price $625.00. YOUNG MAN for part time
MiSC-ldtchen work through spring and
Phone 436-5570.
summer, must be neat, depen1965 CHEVELLE Malibu SS. dable and free to work week ends.
Red, 327-4 barrel, 4 speed. Extra Experience preferred but will
nice. Phone 436-2456 after 3:30 train person willing to learn. No
M15C phone calls. Apply Colonial
p.m.
M17C
House Smorgasbord.
NOTICE

HELP WANTED
LADIES, THREE openings, full
or part time. Excellent earning
opportunities. For appointment
call 753-1711.
M17C
WANTED: ARTIST to paste up
mechanicals and do layouts for
graphic publications. Formal
training desirable. For appointment call Murray State
University Personnel Services,
762-4126. Please bring work
samples.
MIK
CLEANING HELP for motel in
Aurora. Phone 474-2288, for
pointment.
M15C
WANTED: MIDDLE aged
woman with own transportation
to baby-sit, two pre-sF_hool
children. 18th -Street vicinity.
Phone 489-2626.
Ml7P
WANTED: Lady to clean, one
morning per week. Call 753-7984
before noon.
M17C
EXPERIENCED BABY-Sitter.
Your home or mine, for 10
months old baby. Phone 4928399.
M17C

TWO PARTY garage sale.
Everything cheap. Swing,set,
slide, toys. ladies, men's and
girls clothing,(summer and fall).
bicycle, household goods, books
filing cabinet, desk combination,
miscellineims iteins. Come and
browse, Saturday, May 15, 8:00
till 5:00. 1702 Audubon Drive
M14C
Keenland Subdivision

IF YOU are economically MEN OR WOMEN full time or
disturbed and would like to break part time. Do you need money?
into the Life Insurance field in Nin't - borrow it. Write the
this area, a nationally known Nutrilite Agency_ Let me tell you
company offers an opportunity how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
for you. Our plan includes P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 38242.
M20P
commission plus advances, Give phone number.
bonuses, hospitalization insurance, pension retirement.
WANTED TO BUY
Sales .background would be
helpful, although it is not WANT TO BUY; logs and
RE1)1.1('E EXCESS fluid with
essential Write, giving full facts standing timber Also have for
}guides. $1.69. I.ose Weight
about yourself to: P.O. Box 668, sale lumber and sawdust.
'safely with Des-A-Diet. 98c at
M18P Murray Saw Mill and I innher
Sikeaton, Mo.63801.
Nike
TFC
Cu. Phone 753-4147.
AVTONIOT-IVE air-conditioning SALESMAN FOR local lumber
For
firm.
winpressors Rebuilt, $40 each. and building materials
ittve-4k.wAN-T--TfY RUY--twer -used- hog
ervier-wrirtirr.fr
'M.'
M15C
M18C feeders Phone 753-6862
.hine 5P I Murray. Kentucky.
.R,mte 3. Nliirra

,

NOTICE.

PLANTS
LARGE ASSORTMENT

GENTLE RIDING horses,
registered Quarter mare, small
filly, country pleasure horse.
Good used tires, truck and car.
Phone 753-1348.
M14C

PRICE MOBILE
HOME CENTER

offoommos
ggiormilaimo.
IMIllimimstarwil
MI
MIME
.
1117
0111011111111
111111011111
_woo
MsMilliM11111
sinus=11111111111111101111110
ONNINN
1111111111111111111111111111

TOMATO and PEPPER

BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
(omen si ve carpet, clean with Blue
Lustre Rent electric shampooer
$1. Big K.
M15C

RESTAURANT, COMPLETELY
equipped. Excellent location.
Must sell due to other interests.
Good business, very reasonable
Phone 436-2257.
M14P

iIs 61i S. Phone 753-3648
N1urra. K). Next to
'Hula Inn

Ash about our rental
purchase plan, up to 10
finance.

yr

OF
BEDDING PLANTS

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES

* Responsible
* Respected
- VOTE -

Ray Roberts
REPRESENTATIVE
Paid Political
Advertisement

CARPET SALE; two new fruit
loads, some heavy shag, sores
pattern type, some indoor-ngtdoor, some commercial type
density rubber back. Prices stsirt
at $2.50 square yard and up :to
square Yard, none MOir•
While,, it lasts. Paschalrs
Disci:runt House, Hazel, Ky., 412MlIP
9733.
TWO AKC registered feint&
Doberman Pinsher dogs. Haire
all shots, tails ilia ears croppid.
Perfect guard dogs. Phone 4a28399.
MlfC
FOR RENT

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
duplex apartment. Central heat
01.4CE IN a lifetime paint deal. ELECTRIC
STOVE
and and air. Stove furnished, carpet.
Thousands of gallons, top quality, refrigerator. Also dinette set. Available July First. Couple or
couple with one child. Phone 753standard brands, as low as $2.47 Reasonable.Phone 753M31P
per gallon. Country Borttores. 9827.
M15C 8067.
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
•
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 St SHALLOW WELL pump with
FOR RENT
164. Phone-185-5914. Open Sun- pump 'house, $85.00. Like new.
days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to Phone 436-2103.
M17C
NICE FURNISHED
take a look.
M31C
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
USED THREE piece sectional
college girls.
TWO PIECE brown living room living room suite, dark beige,
good condition. Phone 753suite,cheap.Phone 489/117P
2172.
MIK 2941.
SUMMER AND FALL

THREE YEAR old spotted mare,
THE FINEST stereo equipment.
saddle,-blanket and bridle. Phone
Going overseas, will sell all or
7534657
after
4
.
:00
p.m.
Ml§C
GOLF CLUBS; Wilson Staff.
part. SanSui 100 AM, FM
"Irons, 2"thru wedge and 3 sets of
Multiplex Amplifier,55 watts per
woods Phone 753-5885 after 7:00 EVERY make electric carpet channel, $100.00. Sony 500 Tape
p.m
M17C shampooer does a better job with recorder,$150.00. Two Pioneer 40
famous Blue Lustre. Western Watt Speakers, 350.00 each
REGISTERED SHORT horn Auto, "Home of The Wishing Garrard Type A Recorder
M15C changer with Diamond stylus,
bull. Phone 753-1837.
M14C Well."
$45.03. Phone 7534602.
M15C
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER EARLY AMERICAN sofa, wheat
puppies, male, good pedigree. color with Scotch Guard cover.
Phone 753-9371.
M17NC Used one year, excellent condition. Phone 753-6974.
M15C
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky No increase in 15 PT FIBERGLAS boat, 25 H.P.
prices. Coto* Boy Stores, the Evinrude motor. Student.,must
Arms Surplus Folks. 9 miles sell. Phone 436-5551.
M14C
from Flopkinsville, Junction Ky.
1176 164 open Sundays until 4:00
M31C

BEAUTIFUL TWO bedroom
12x44 mobile home, perfect for
newlyweds or couple with one
child. Excellent condition. Lots of
extras. New furniture and all
electric. Phone 753-8844 after 6:00
M18NC

SAVE NOW!
at
G&H MOBILE
HOMES

1.1 rfs in Murray Memorial
Garter., in the devotional sec11 i-,terested phone 4374r,10
M14C

Get Your Dekalb
Seed Corn
• Atrizen • Lorca
• Lasso
• Hood Soybeans
• Dare Soybeans
a W,2)ne )
. oybeani
Farmers Grain &
Seed Co.
LiaAy Field Seed &
sw.,!ue Failruau ,"-CJ9

* SPECIAL *

12x65 3 BEDROOM
11
/
2 BATH
Only

'4;500"

. SEMESTER.
Also furnished apartments

for college boys.
Nice private rooms with
kitchen privileges for
college girls.
PHONE 753-51185 days or
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m, or
on Sundays.
TO COUPLE or with one child;
private duplex, 2 bedroom
apartment, all paneled, hardwood floors, washer and dryer
connections, air-conditioned.
Available May 15. Phone 489M15C
2595.
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
for summer and fall. Airconditioned. Washers and dryers
available. Zimmerman Apartmmeats, South 10th Street. Phone
7534609.
M15C
PRIVATE APARTMENT for
boys, for summer or fall. Phone
7534546.
M15C
LARGE HOUSE, 92 block from
campus. Electric heat, airconditioned, fenced back yard.
No pets.$136.00. Phone 753M15C
1203.
ONE, TWO bedroom trailer. Airconditioned, $50.00 per month.
One, one bedroom trailer, $40.00
per month. Phone 489-2595. M14C
TWO BEDROOM house, one mile
North of Hazel on Highway 641.
Water furnished. Phone 4928533.
M15C

I*

Highway 94, 1 Mile East of Murray
Phone 753-6685

CREOSOTED POLES, for pole TWO SNOW Tires, 775 x 14,
barn construction, utility poles mounted on Chevrolet wheels.
TRADITIONAL LIVING room and boat docks. Murray Lumber
$18.00 pair. Phone 753-8602. M15C
suite Korehler. Has never been Co., Maple Street, Murray,
used. Sell for half price. Phone Ky.
1TC
TELEVISION;
ADMIRAL
753-7573.
M14C
cabinet model with 20 inch tube.
NEW GOLD drapes, lined, 82 Good condition,$25.00. Phone 753GE REFRIVRATOR, apart inches long. Deep hems, four 6421 after 5:30p.m.
Ml5P
ment size. Good condition. $35.00. sections, 27 feet total. Brass
folding
lamp,
9x12 brown oval braided rug hanging
G.E. VACUUM cleaner, two
clothesline: 90 inch turquoise years old, good condition. Also
$30.00. See at 1010 Doran
M15C
Road.
M15C drapes. Phone 753-8265.
gentle mare with saddle. Phone
M15P
435-4391.

*
* 10-20-4
ONLY
* 10 DAYS
* 20% OFF
* 4 MONTHS TO PAY

This applies to All Merchandise in stock
and All Merchandise ordered dying this event!
Shop our complete selection:
Paints, Wallpapers. carpets, Vinyls, Linoleums.
Mirrors, Unfinished Furniture, Picture Frames,
Custom Draperies and Painting
and Decorating Accessories..

Hughes Point
Store

FOR SALE

500 No. 4th Street

sr NEW LOAD of registered and
ELECTROLUX SALES
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky
\I grade horses from Texas, 21 thin
Sanders, phone 382-2468. 1 Oi3raded horses, $100.00 and up.
mington,Kentucky.
\117' ' fen registered mares in foal,
$250.00 and up. Ten Quarter horse
colts, one fancy yearling Appaloosa Stud colt, 15 Quarter
horse mares and geldings. Three
years to pay. New and used
equipment. Circle B Horse
Ranch, Alternate Hwy. 69, Paris,
Tennessee. Phone 6424199. M14C

ICI At
Remember
Your 3 R's
_ * Reliable

FOR SALE

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
Sout.bside Shopping Center

Phone 753-3321 .

SALE- ElliCrt-M-A-r-rinrV 1r-

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
June7C
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 1714
Wells Ext., with
stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner.
Couple only $50,00 deposit,$115.00
month or $100.00 month if paid six
nths in advance. Phone 753M24P
3696 or 313-842-2612.
NICE THREE bedroom brick
home in Plainview Acres. Phone
753-7903 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC

/
2 South
SMALL OFFICE, 2011
Fifth (Ora K. Mason office
imbuilding). Possession
mediately. $75 per month. Call
'
'M17C
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10x55 753-2920.
with air conditioner. Good conM17C ONE-TWO bedroom trailer, airdition. Phone 437-4240.
conditioned,$50.00 per month and
one-1 bedroom trailer, $40.00 per
LEG CRAMPS? Try Supplical
M17C
month. Phone 489-2595.
with calcium,only $1.98 at Dale
1TP
Stubblefield.
THREE'BEDROOM trailer, Ili
baths, air-conditioned. Near
15 FT FIBERGLAS boat, 25 H.P.
college. Available now. Phone
Evinrude motor. Student must
753-3895 or 753-3482.
M14C
sell. Phone 436-5551.
M17C
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
PORTABLE
TELEVISION,
house. Adults only. No pets.
used. 11 inch screen. $40.00.
$90.00 per month. Phone 753Phone 762-3376.
M17C
3779.
Ml4P
AVOCADO GREEN washer' and
dryer, used 4 months. $90.00 off
original price. Also antique
trunk. Phone 753-7906.
M15C

W YOU are a married couple and
would like to have a real nice
quiet place to live, you should see
this 3 room furnished cottage.
Electric
heat
and
air,
YELLOW EMPIRE style formal, conditioned. Walking distance
size 13..Worn once. Will give from the University.'Auailable
fall'714Santilt33=
M15C 1589
*NI14C
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Youth Dies
In Freak
Accident

Include a sister, Patricia Jo
Fields of Benton; two brothers,
Danny Ray Fields of Beaton
Rt. 4 and Don E. Fields of
Phoenix, Ariz., and grandmothers, Mrs. Lillian Fields of
Benton and Mrs. Bertha Clymer
of Mayfield.
Funeral services are scheduled Saturday at 2 p.m. at Benton Church of Christ with Kenneth Hoover officiating. Burial
will be in Birmingham Cemetery at Briensburg.
Employes of t h e Bank of
Marshall County will girve as
active and honorary pallSearers.
Friends may call at Filbeck
and Cam Funeral Home.

past-international
Two
presidents of the world's largest
serivce organization will be in
Paris next Tuesday night to join
Anniversary
En the 50th
celebration of the Paris Lions
Club.
John L. (Jack) Stickley of
Charlotte, N. C. will be the
principal spiiiaer Re will be
introduced by
.Ed Lindsey of

(in 1950) governor of District 31B.
He traveled more than 250,000
miles during his year as
president, Wilting Lions and
Lions projects throughout the
world He has been decorated by
the Republic of Ogle with "Al
Merits), en al Grado de Oficial."

BENTON, Ky., May 13 — A
Benton youth drowned as a result of an automobile accident
early today on Ky. 346, about
300 feet west of the city limits.
Dead is Michael Elmo Fields,
19, of 906 Olive St.
Born in Cambridge, Mass.,
The youth died as the result
Stickley moved to Charlotte at
of drowning in a small creek
an early age.
after being thrown from his
automobile. He was pronotmced
He has spent his entire
YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
business life in the textiles field.
dead by the Marshall County lty's only borough that is part
wooer at Benton Municipal A the U.S. mainland celebrated
He is chairman at the board of
Baspital.
John L. Stickley & Co. the.,
Bronx Day Wednesday for the
According to Kentucky State first time since 1935.
which specializes in yarns and
Police Trooper Eugene Spillraw materials, natural and
Some 50,000 persons lined
man, the accident occurred at Grand Concourse for the
synthetic.
12:01 a.m. todiy. The trooper
He is also presidentof Stickley
crowd
similar
parade
and
a
said in his report the youth apTextiles Inc., Realdevelco
Bronx
Day
later
for
turned
out
parently ran off the roadway
Corporation, Textile Realty
and was unable to regain con- ceremonies at the Bronx Zoo.
Company, and a director of
While most Bronxites were
trol of the vehicle.
Package
Products
Inc.,
The aqtennobile strn Or a expressing pride in their
Roseville Yarn Processing
bridge abithisent throwing the borough, not all were. Prom a
company, Roseville Spinning
fire escape along the parade
youth into the creek.
Mills, Inc., E. B. Stone Finance
Fields, the ion of Mr. an
route a sign was seen reading:
Company and Foremost Yarn
Mrs. C. E. (Red) Fields of 90( "Da Bronx stinx."
Mills, Inc.
Olive St., was a 1970 graduate Top role forSally
Stickley is a life deacon of the
of Benton High School.
HOLLYWOOD (l.PD
Myers Park Baptist Church, a
He was an employe of the Sally Kellerman, who Made a
former Boy Scout leader,a longBank of Marshall County and a big splash as Hot Lips in
term member of the Salvation
member of Benton Church ol "MASH," will play a top role
Army advisory Board in
John
L.
(Jack)
Stickley
Christ
in
"Autumn Child at
Charlotte; a past president of
Besides his parents, survivors Columbia Picture:.
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. Stickley
served as president of Lions
Internation in 1956-57, and
Lindsey was internation
president during Lionism's 50th
Anniversary Year of 1967.
The Paris Club, chartered
May 16, 1921, ishone of the oldest
clubs •in Tennessee. The 50th
Anniversary Banquet will be
held Tuesday night, May 15, at 7
at the Henry County High School
Wieteria.
Past-presidents of the Paris
club and Apecial guests, officers
of other clubs and district ofBetels will also be recognized at
the meeting.
Stickley joined the Charlotte
(Central) Lions Club in October
1936. He has been club
president, zone chairman,
deputy district governor, and

Park
Charlotte*
the
trustee of
Association, and
Wingate College:
He was "Man of the Year" in
Charlotte for 1966. He is a
member of the Masonic
Fraternity and is a Slwiner. He is
married and has three children.

The Priv
Source of
In MurrN
Calloway(

period and become long term while investor confidence was
.
for tax purposes.".
waning.
NEW YORK (UM—With Use
confidence While the market "has not
advent of the latest monetary Usually investor
market, accord- looked bad going down, it also
crisis, Walston & Co., was rises, with the
to Sinillinger grCo., but the does not look very good going
suprised at the "modest
says confidence hes up," E.F. Hutton & Co.,
firm
profitcashing"
amounts of
while the market rose believes. The company says a
dropped
which came into the stock
very "stalemate or trading range
market. But the company and adds that this is "a
warns additional bouts may significant situation." Thus the seems to be developing" and
correc- feels "it is not unreasonable to
-come "when a lot of 'bargains' firm terms the current
beceape the say that the breakout from this
purchased in late 1970 edge tion "a good thing",
going too far range will point the direction of
above the six months holding market "was
ahead of all confidence levels" the next key market move."

United Press

New

Effec
Midni
UPSIDEDOWN
CAKE
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WASHINGTON (1
tal authorities have
battle to raise mail
will cost the public
a week.
The new
rate
effective at midnig
They are expected
postal service reven
billion annually.
The increases incii
—First class, si
cents.
—Air mail, 10 to]
—Post cards, fi
cents.
—Second class, 2(
cent; and third clasi
cent.
Fourth class rat
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MOTORCYCLE

Seen&H
Aroun
Murra

SUNDAY- MAY 16

1:00 P.M.
Time Trials
2:00 P.M.
Races
3 TROPHIES/FEATURE
2 TROPHIES/HEAT
* Good Track
* Five Classes
* 3 Extra Attractions

MINIBIKE RACE
DASH
TROPHY
."
SHARP BIKE CONTEST
Track located off U.S. 121 South on Locust Grove
Church Road... Follow signs from Murray.

ALL RIDERS MUST HAVE AMA CARDS
Sponsored by

KEN LAKE CYCLE CLUB, Inc.
Sanctioned by

WKCRA and AMA
• Refreshments at Track
• Two Minibike classes

Squirrel in the back)
the dive bombing
Jays as he ate away
corn.

EDDYVILLE, Ky., May 13—
Both of two inmates who walked
away from the Kentucky State
Penitentiary farm here Tuesday
are back in custody following
the apprehension of Elmo Wooden, 27, of Jefferson County, early today in Marion.
Wooden was picked up by authorities on the outskirts of Marion where he was found walking
along a railroad. Auxiliary Policeman James O'Neal and Roy
Belt, who apprehended WoOden,
said he offered no resistance.
Wooden said he had spent part
of the night in a barn near
where he was picked up.
Wooden was serving a 12-year
sentence on an armed robbery
conviction from Jefferson Coun-

0-50 c.c. and 51-75 c.c.
'• Donation

The first of the pair to be recaptured, Roy Reeves, 22, of
Carroll County—was apprehended by Marion Police Chief.W.
0. Brown Wednesday morning
while walking along a Marion
street. Reeves was serving a
term for car theft when he
walked away from the penitentiary farm.

'1.50

contact ...

THOMAS HONDA SALES
(753-1822)

We hope the rain h
another day or two se
our yard mowed.
about half of it last w
rain caught us and
like sixty.

Robins hatched out,
hatched out. Mocl
hatched out 'Cardin
out. Towhees hal
Thrasher's hatched r

W e finally took Clyd
Golden Chain Tree. It
pot all summer and se
fall, we tells him.

"Hey mister-get this wagon for
your kid for only10-when you
buy a new Ford Station Wagon!'

Notice how the Go
Tree in the court
blooming now. Clyde
out several years ag
beauty.

Also a beauty,the Re
yard of the Bank
Drive-In Branch.

The only wagon that outsells Ford is this great little coaster wagon (retail
value $24.95). Its yours for only 1{ extra when you take home any one of
Ford's ten beautiful station wagonsiAll come loaded with Better Ideas:
like the Ford-originated 3-way doorgates . .. the new guard rail construction ... stretch-out roominess, seating up to 8 in some models. And more:
a wide choice of power ... a lockable stowage compartment.
cowou,
And special features galore . . like dual-facing rear seats!
FDAF

Also a beauty, the Sin
South Sixth Street at
block off of Poplar.

Also a beauty, the MI
Tree in the yard
hospital .

A bit of gossip is sma
lit comfortably into
but when it is ampli
mouth, it is big enoug
enough) to be heard
world.

— OR —

H&H CYCLE SHOP
(753-8078)

For Rules Governing hAinibike Races

Replacement
11111,1.11101(11) (I PI)
I) hard F Ii-Ii.r,ignefl with
\1(.\I to direct
I.a,t
I) iii
replacing lolm
who enrountered
collie, %At ,tar George C.
Scott.

Sally: What do you
who has everything?
%e: Encouragement

"It has been said till
is the insurance we 1
lives and property,an
is the premium we pa
my mind, too many
victims of pampered
are paying the premi
collecting the insure
Edgar Hoover.

Soybean Growers!

Good going to Jackie
has been named as a
the Lexington Fire
June 6.

CAT IS FOt
Mrs. Charles Thur
Keeniand Drive ha
young Siamese cat
parently had been h
between 17th and Doi
Main Street. It has be
a veterinarian. The
picked up at Warner
Clinic on South Sixte

No one soybean herbicide performs well in all soil types. But in the light to medium
area. Du Pont "lorox' outperforms them all.
You Con control both broadleaf weeds and grasses with economical "Lorox". For
',Lampe's. 2 pounds (typical rate for 2% silt loam soils)oan be bwid treated for about
$2/acre; broadcast for $6
11005 of our

With any chemicals, follow labeling instructions anti warnings carefully

NOTICI

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
•

illayiple Street

Murray, Ky

Phone 153_1933.

If .you do net ree
paper by six p.m
9269 between 6:00
••• •sow,

